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ubilation reigned at Alcala Park during
the 1997 commencement ceremonies.
About 1,700 undergraduate, graduate
and law students joined the ranks of
alumni on May 26 and 27. The commencement
speakers were: undergraduate ceremony, Janet
Brown, executive director of The Commission
on Presidential Debates; graduate ceremony,
Shirley S. Chater, University of California
Regents Professor, The Institute for Health
and Aging, and former commissioner, The
Social Security Administration; and law school
ceremony, The Honorable Dorothy W. Nelson,
senior judge, 9th Circuit Court of Appeals, and
former dean of the University of Southern
California Law Center.
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HOME IMPROVEMENT

Dl&ITALLY YOURS
Brad Biddle has become something of a
national expert on digital signatures, a
technology used in electronic commerce.
His comments have drawn the attention
of the United Nations, state legislators
and corporations such as Microsoft and
AT&T. Soon, the average consumer will
be listening to Biddle too.
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In theme residence halls, the university
provides the blueprint but students build
the home. Residents create communities
based on common interests and, along
the way, they find peer support, lasting
friendships and deeper involvement in
their university.
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BUSINESS IS BOOMING
In 197 5, Jim Burns agreed to serve
as dean of the School of Business
Administration for six months. Instead,
his tenure lasted 22 years, during which
he built a thriving business program.
Now, he's returning to his first love teaching.

7

MUCH ADD ABOUT ACTING
Joanne Zipay founded the Judith
Shakespeare Company as a classical
theater ensemble in which actors especially women - enter and understand the world of the play before
they memorize a single line.
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MAKING WAVES
USD's swimmers and divers know the
formu la for success. The Toreros and
their coaches crafted a potion made of
equal parts hard work, support and
dedication - a mixture potent enough
to capture the first swimming and diving
championship in university history.
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BENCHMARKS

NOT JUST
HORSING AROUND

T

he university doesn't own horses or
boast riding stables, yet USD's equestrian team is one of the most successful in
Southern California. In this spring's regional
finals, USD was reserve champion, trailing
Cal Poly Pomona by only three points out
of a possible 250.
The 20-member USD team combined
efforts to beat out schools like UCSD and
USC. What other Torero athlete can brag
about beating a Trojan from the powerhouse school to the north? And in the first
year of competing, no less.
Senior Dana Lee began a year ago to
advertise for interested riders and applied to
the university to be a sanctioned club team.
By October 1996, members were arranging
car pools, borrowing each other's riding gear
and spending weekends at shows in Los
Angeles and Riverside.

The 19 women and one man, whether
novice, intermediate or advanced, proved
themselves gifted riders the first weekend
and haven't looked back since. Lee earned
the highest total points throughout the
season for the region and represented USD
at the Cacchione Cup national finals in
Massachusetts. Jennifer Rall, Sarah Coleman
and Heather Parker placed in the top two
of their respective classes and traveled to
Stanford for zone finals against riders from
Northern and Southern California, Oregon
and Nevada. All three Torero riders ran
away with first in their class at zones and
joined Lee in Massachusetts for nationals.
So how does a school with no equipment
or facilities compete at the national level?
The team drove once a week to Blue Fox
Farm in Escondido, where the students joined
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Dana Lea in competition [photo above and below).

a training program and convinced one of
the trainers to be their coach for the
shows. Many of the riders had experience,
but some were beginners. With just enough
money from the school to pick up travel
expenses for the coach, pure love for the
sport kept the team motivated.
Designed to allow all types of riders to
compete, the shows include classes for beginning to advanced riders. The schools that
host the events provide the horses, and riders
are paired with the animals by drawing lots.
Without any previous experience with
the horses, "it is a true test of the rider's
ability to handle an animal," explains Jane
Weininger, the team's faculty adviser and
director of undergraduate programs for the
School of Business Administration.
And handle they did.

HONOR

ROLL

he third annual Author E. Hughes Career Achievement
Awards were presented to six alumni on April 26 at the San
Diego Princess Resort on Mission Bay. The awards, named
for USD President Emeritus Author E. Hughes, honor alumni who
have achieved outstanding success in their career fields. The
evening included entertainment unique to each award recipient's
background. Pictured are (left to right): President Alice B. Hayes;
Jackie Freiberg '94 (Ed.D. ) and Kevin Freiberg '87 (Ed.D.), School
of Education; The Honorable Federico "Fred" Castro '71 (J.D.),
School of Law; President Emeritus Hughes; Betsy Myers '82,
School of Business Administration; Gay Martha Guzinski, M.D., '65,
College of Arts and Sciences; and Felicitas A. dela Cruz, R.N., '91
(D.N.Sc.), Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing.
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CENTRAL
ith parking at a premium at
USD, faculty, students and
campus visitors no doubt
were pleased to see construction workers
tending to two new projects, a 376-space
parking lot and a 1, 100-space parking
structure.

VV

Workers pour asphalt for the parking lot localed
in the canyon on the west end of campus. This lot
is the first project lo be completed from USD's
recently approved master plan. The plan outlines
26 building and development projects al USO
over the next 25 years.

A line of dump trucks wail lo be loaded with dirt
that will be hauled off campus. The lot near the
valley's student housing and across the street
from Torero Stadium is being cleared for construction of a five-story, 1,100-space parking
stnu:lure. The structure is scheduled lo open in
January 1998.

l<tead of the Cury,·
he next time you pop a videocassette
in the VCR, help your children with
their math homework or read about a
new miracle drug, you should thank a math
major, because these benefits are possible
only through practical application of mathematics.
"Math majors solve crucial problems
in today's world," says USD math professor
Jane Friedman. "Many students wonder if
they can do anything with a math degree
other than teach. The truth is, mathematics
has a wide variety of applications."
To demonstrate those opportunities,
Friedman, with funding from the Committee
on Academic Initiatives, held on-campus
seminars this semester with three prominent
mathematicians. The trio of professionals
gave firsthand reports on the need for math
majors outside the academic arena. The
information in these "Careers in Mathematics" workshops was geared not just to
students, but to their professors.
"Even people with doctorates have
trouble getting jobs in academia," Friedman
notes. "Faculty must be aware of other

T

possibilities and encourage students to go
into these important fie lds."
The importance of math to all segments
of society was aptly demonstrated in the
first seminar, held March 11, by Derry
Connolly, a researcher with Eastman Kodak
Company. Although Connolly got a laugh
when he held up a role of toilet paper, he
quickly proved that winding any type of
product is serious business. The formulas
involved in putting film, videotape, paper
and plastic products onto rolls are critical
in preventing defects.
New mathematical models are always
needed to keep the industries that wrap
products running smoothly, Connolly added,
noting that production of an important new
tape product for IBM was recently stalled
because of a winding problem.
A second guest, free-lance textbook
editor Susan Gerstein, visited USD on April
15 and offered tips for breaking into the
field of publishing and tricks of the editing
trade. As professors and students voiced a
litany of complaints about the quality of
many math texts, Gerstein showed the math
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majors how as editors they can become part
of the solution.
On April 28, Laura Bloom showed a
gathering of students and professors how
math majors make important contributions
to solving medical problems such as cancer
and arthritis. Bloom, who constructs computer models of cell interactions with drugs
for Agouron Pharmaceuticals, discussed
how to break into the biotechnology field
and demonstrated the complex equations
involved in her computer modeling system.
Friedman says that math majors also
have landed work in telecommunications,
engi neering, actuarial work and yield management, a new specialty through which
airlines and rental car companies analyze
their price structures. At a time when professiona l organizations are just beginning to
study these opportunities, she hopes to
keep USD's math majors ahead of the
curve.
"The world needs math majors,"
Friedman says. "It's up to professors to
show students the way into fields where
they can use mathematics in a valuable way."
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Eliminate Barriers lo Understanding.

Environmental "noise" from ringing
telephones, people passing by, inappropriate
timing and chaotic surroundings creates distractions that interfere with understanding.
Pick the right time and place and use appropriate language to ensure that communicators
are not distracted by other pressures, emotional states or signals they don't understand.

FDR SENDING MESSAGES
Adapl lo Other People's Preferred
Communication Styles. Some people

3

TOP l D RULES FDR
COMMUNICATING
EFFECTIVELY AT WORK
ommunicating effectively at work
requires skills for sending and receiving
messages, as well as eliminating distractions
from the process. In this edition of the
USD Top 10, Phil Hunsaker, professor of
management at the School of Business
Administration, outlines 10 rules to facilitate
successful communication.
Hunsaker is a consultant, seminar
leader, speaker, author, teacher and researcher
in the areas of personal, interpersonal, team
and organizational effectiveness. He has
authored more than 100 publications,
including eight books. Some of his most
popular seminars and speeches are on
creative problem-solving, stress and time
management, conflict resolution, team
building and interpersonal communication.
Hunsaker has worked with national and
international organizations such as the
Australian and New Zealand Institutes of
Management, Atlantic Ritchfield, CocaCola, Mercy Hospital and American Honda.

C

FDR OVERALL COMMUNICATION
Choose lhe Appropriate Medium.

1

Speaking face-to-face with others is the
most highly utilized communication medium.
It provides visual (facial expression and gestures), vocal (tone and intensity) and verbal
(words) messages. It is crucial for expressing
feelings and resolving problems, but is time
consuming. Writing (letters, memos, reports)
or using electronic channels (e-mail, voice
mail, facsimiles or video conferencing) can
be more appropriate, especially if many
people need to be informed.

like to get to the task at hand quickly while
others prefer to socialize. By being empathic,
putting yourself in the others' shoes, you
can vary the pace and content of your messages to meet their expectations.

4

Ask for Feedback. Sometimes people are

5

Simplify Your Language. Complex

6

Claim Your Own Message. To avoid

9

Clarify for Understanding. Don't

assume you know what other people
mean. Paraphrase what you think they
meant to determine if you interpreted their
message correctly.

1D

Read Nonverbal Messages. Some-

times a person's verbal (words) ,
vocal (tone and intensity) and visual (facial
expression and gestures) messages are not
congruent. Most of the time a person's
nonverbal (vocal and visual) cues will
reveal the true meaning being expressed.
Editor's Note: For additional information,
refer to the book Communicating At Work
by Tony Alessandra and Phil Hunsaker

(Simon & Schuster, 1993).

afraid to admit they weren't listening or
didn't understand. To be sure receivers heard
your message the way you intended, ask
that they repeat what they think you said.

rhetoric and technical jargon confuse
individuals who don't use such language.
Avoid slang, cliches and company lingo when
communicating with people outside your
organization.

making receivers defensive, which cuts
off valid communication, don't blame them
for your feelings (e.g., "Why are you such
a jerk?"). Instead use the formula: "I feel
(feeling word, e.g, upset), when you
(behavior, e.g., interrupt me), which causes
me to (behavioral consequence, e.g., avoid
sharing information with you)."

FDR RECEMNG MESSAGES
Actively Listen. You can't really under-

7

stand others and respond appropriately
unless you concentrate on all aspects of
their messages to determine what they want
and how they feel. Pay close attention to
the speakers' words, vocal intonations and
body language. Let them know you are listening by appropriate head nods, facial
expressions and responses.

Ask Ouestions. Don't be afraid to ask
questions to clarify confusing statements.
The only dumb thing about questions is
keeping them to yourself.

8
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veryone knows the award-winning
Colachis Plaza and Shumway
Fountain provide a much-needed,
restful gathering spot at the center of
campus. But only a few folks know about
the phenomenon at the west entrance to
Colachis Plaza.
Stand on the round tile in front of the
curved wall at the west end, and speak
softly. Your words will come back to you
loud and clear. It seems the construction
of the curved wall created a miniature
amphitheater, enabling soft utterings to
be amplified for the speaker and anyone
standing close.
The wall features tiles that recognize
the 95 donors whose gifts ensured the
success of the Education for a New Age
capital campaign.
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SD is tolling its bell for clergy in
Southern California. The reason?
The university's School of Business
Administration is launching this fall a certification program through which religious
leaders can update their business skills.
"Contemporary Business Issues in
Religious Institution Management" is designed
to provide cutting-edge business knowledge
and techniques applicable to the management
of any religious institution.
The 10-week certification program was
inspired by Monsignor I. Brent Eagen, USD's
vice president of mission and ministry, who
observed a similar program at St. John's
University in New York. Considering how
helpful it would be to update his own business skills, Monsignor Eagen thought that
many religious leaders would share this
desire.
"Most clergy are not trained in basic
business practices," Monsignor Eagen notes.
"I can testify to that. I never had any business training in the seminary and there still

isn't extensive training today. There have
been so many advances in business - even
for people who gained experience the hard
way, by working as administrators in the
parishes - we're not aware of the latest
techniques in the business world."
USD's business faculty embraced
Monsignor Eagen's idea and quickly developed a curriculum that represents a crosssection of business issues. Seminars cover
legal issues, interpersonal communication
skills, computer technology, information
management, budgeting, taxes and financial
reporting issues, human resource management, marketing the religious institution,
and how to lead organizations.
The seminar topics came together easily,
says Cindy Pavett, professor of management
and coordinator of the certification program.
Faculty started with common-sense business
issues and added to the mix their experiences
consulting with religious institutions.
The program is open to leaders of any
religious institution, not just Christian

permanently added $14.4 million to
its financial aid funds in December
with the completion of a 10-year challenge
sponsored by the Los Angeles-based Weingart
Foundation. The money provides no-interest
loans to undergraduate students from California high schools who need financial assistance for tuition.
In order to establish the USD NoInterest Student Loan Trust on a permanent
basis, the university was required to match
$7 .2 million in loans and grants provided by
the Weingart Foundation. When USD's

alumni, parents and friends completed the
challenge last year - boosted by a $3 million gift from philanthropist and former
trustee Joan Kroc - the foundation "forgave" the loans, allowing the university to
keep the full amount. While 14 colleges and
universities in Southern California participated in the challenge, USD is one of only
three to fully meet the matching requirement.
"This loan fund makes a huge difference
to our students," says Judith Lewis Logue,
director of financial aid, adding that no other
source offers interest-free loans. "Each year,
we have been able to offer the loans to more
students. USD students who receive trust
loans are very grateful."
This year, 71 7 students benefited from
loans averaging $2,100 each. Additional
no-interest loans may be made each year, as
long as the student remains in need of assistance. Students have borrowed more than
$10 million from the fund since its inception

USD
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organizations, Pavett says. While seminars
will cover issues common to church-run institutions, such as tax laws, they won't be so
specific as to represent only one denomination.
"This program is more about current
business practices than it is about church
practices," Monsignor Eagen adds.
Seminars will be held from 3 to 6 p.m.
each Friday, from Sept. 19 through Nov.
21. This schedule enables religious leaders
across Southern California to participate
in the program by traveling to USD just
one afternoon a week. Organizers hope to
draw clergy from San Diego, Imperial, San
Bernardino, Riverside and Orange counties.
For more information, please contact
Cindy Pavett [phone: (619) 260-4851, fax:
(619)260-4891, e-mail: pavett@acusd.edu]
or Monsignor I. Brent Eagen [phone:
(619) 260-2247, fax: (619) 260-2262,
e-mail: ibeagen@acusd.edu].

in 1986, with more than 99 percent of
recipients repaying in a timely manner.
Although there is no academic requirement,
Lewis Logue points out that grades have
never been a problem.
"The average grade point average of
students receiving loans from the fund is
3.0," she says, and notes that almost half of
the current recipients are the first in their
families to attend college.
Although the trust sustains itself by
collecting and investing enough money to
ensure loan funds are available each year,
students who have repaid their loans in full
are beginning to make additional gifts to the
fund. Their sense of responsibility toward
future students and the strong bond the
fund creates between loan recipients and the
university are just a few of the many extra
benefits USD has realized from the nointerest loan program.
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FREE TIME

chool of Law student Krista Percival
has exhaustively studied domestic
violence issues. She can recite the
statutes and coµrt procedures, explain the
cycles of violence that domestic abuse
entails and understand the plight of those
involved. Although she is not yet an attorney, Percival found she didn't have to pass
the bar exam, or even finish law school, to
start using her knowledge to make a difference in the community.
Percival joined Pro Bono Legal Advocates, a student-run organization that recruits,
trains and organizes USD law students to
serve the community. She now spends much
of her free time at San Diego's Family Law
Clinic, where victims of domestic violence
obtain temporary restraining orders against
their abusers, an important first step in
ending domestic violence. For law students,
the work is an important first step as well.
"Volunteering for the Domestic
Violence and Restraining Order Clinic is
the first opportunity many students have
to do something competent within the law,"
says Percival. "Even more important, we
feel we can help people."
Helping people is the primary mission
of Pro Bono Legal Advocates, which was
formed five years ago to organize the many
law students who wanted to work in the
community. The group, which boasts more
than 150 members, works with local organizations such as the San Diego Volunteer
Lawyer Program and the San Diego Mediation Center to channel students into areas
where legal resources are limited and volunteers are needed.
"It's a chance for law students to get
out in the world, interact with people and
see the law do some immediate good," says
Steve Sandoval, this year's vice chair of the
group. "We try to balance the interests of
the students with community needs."
Pro Bono Legal Advocates strikes that
balance by offering a myriad of volunteer
opportunities. A juvenile probation program
pairs students with probation officers, who
often need help tracking and managing cases,
while a juvenile guardianship effort helps
indigent clients obtain custody of abused or
neglected children. The mediation program
offers students formal training and experience
in dispute resolution. Opportunities out-

S
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side the legal arena include AIDS patient
home visits, mentoring in local high
schools, meal delivery to homebound people, beach clean-ups and other community
programs.
"The nonlegal programs are just as
important," Sandoval says. "Volunteers in
law-related areas get experience and training,
but everyone needs to do something they
can feel good about."
One student feeling good this semester
is Diane Willis, who helped launch the new
Pro Bono Civil Rights Program. Students
in the program are trained to investigate
and evaluate cases in which arrestees claim
their civil rights have been violated. They
interview clients to get the facts, research
the law and refer cases to attorneys. As with

I
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the domestic violence program, the USD
civil rights volunteers are the only students
in San Diego performing this valuable service.
As Pro Bono Legal Advocates has
grown, so has the number of programs the
group offers. The civil rights clinic was
created in response to demand from students
for experience in the field. While students
recognize the practical benefits of volunteering, however, they often seem more
attached to the intangibles.
"I feel like I'm learning about legal
issues and doing the kind of work I'll do as
an attorney," says Willis. "But I got involved
because I have strong feelings about civil
rights and it feels good to participate in
something that echoes my beliefs."

LESSON
input early in the process is essential for
the City Council to conduct business.
"When the community got engaged,
things happened," O'Connor said, referring
to the stadium expansion flap, which subsided when a private company came forward
and donated $18 million to complete the
project.
Cushman, clearly disturbed with the
delay to the projects caused by legal action
taken by community activists, got a rise from
the audience when he called those citizens
"obstructionists."
He went on to say, however, "What
we have to do is get the people who have
problems with the issue to speak out
early."
Moderated by Beth Dobkin, associate
professor of communication studies, the
45-minute discussion was well-received by
192 Corporate Associates members, retirees
and media who filled the main dining hall
in Hahn University Center. The luncheons
and discussions are held twice a year and
are geared toward the business community.

For more information about the Corporate
Associates program, call Coreen Petti, director
of corporate relations, at (619) 260-4690,
or send e-mail to cpetti@acusd.edu.
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s a law intern three years
'
1
ago, Brad Biddle '97 (J.D.)
'
II
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•
wrote an article about a new
piece of California Internet
legislation for a social responsibility newsletter. Today, Biddle's
comments draw the attention of government and business leaders
alike, from the United Nations and state legislators to corporations such as Microsoft, MasterCard and AT&T. Soon, the average consumer will be listening to Biddle too.
"It's exciting that someone at my level - a law student could say something that people would listen to," Biddle says.
"It's neat to have latched onto a topic and become an expert on
something."
The topic is digital signatures, a technology that is extremely
important to the emerging industry of electronic commerce.
Digital signatures are not digital images of a manually signed
name. Rather, they use cryptography - the science of keeping
messages secure - to "sign" a se nsitive document with a long
series of numbers .
This technology is part of an infrastructure that enables
documents to be sent securely over the Internet. Digital signatures help assure the recipient that the document did in fact
come from the originator and that it wasn't altered during
transmission. These qualities are necessary to ensure that a
document sent over the Internet is legally binding.
Biddle's first article, three years ago, commented on proposed
California legislation that copied a Utah bill covering digital
signatures and related electronic commerce issues.
"The Utah model would have locked into place a certain
vision of electronic commerce that I think is wrong," Biddle says.
"There was a trend in enacting legislation a lot like the Utah
bill. I hope that some of the arguments I 've made have changed
the way this legislative steamroller has gone."
But why should the average consumer care about legislation
co ncerning technology that is difficult to understand and may
not even touch our lives? "Serious consumer rights are at stake,"
Biddle notes. "If you live in a state that has adopted the Utah
model, and someone misappropriates your identity online, you
could be liable for potentially unlimited amounts of money. That's
a profoundly significant consumer issue."
Digital signatures, which are produced using "public key
cryptography," help prevent such misappropriation and fraud. With
public key cryptography, a user has a "key pair," or a private key
and a public key. A key is simply a piece of information; in the
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case of digital signatures, a series
of numbers. The private key is kept
')
\.·
\J.
'!
secret, similar to a PIN number.
The public key is posted on a database where anyone can access it. A secure message can only be
encrypted and decrypted usi ng one person's key pair.
So, Person A encrypts a message using his private key and
sends it to Person B , who then gets Person Ns public key from a
database to decrypt th e message. Using this technology, Person
B can be sure that the document did indeed come from Person
A and, with some other functions of the cryptography, that it
wasn't altered along the way.
While many people may not see the need for such an infrastructure, or for electronic commerce in general, Biddle says
it's an industry with great potential. Consider a company that
can sell software through the Internet. That company can provide its product directly to the consumer without usin g a distributor or retailer, cutting costs significantly. But to distribute
directly, the company needs to license its software and have the
consumer agree to certain contractual terms. If the company
can't form valid contracts online, there's a problem.
Biddle says his challenge now is to stay ahead of the information curve. He has been called one of the top 10 lawyers in the
world on the topic of digital signature legislation, even though
he's not yet a licensed attorney. For the past year, he has been
in the rare position of serving as a student on an American Bar
Association electronic commerce subcommittee. As a law cler k
for Cooley Godwa rd L.L.P., he co-authored a report for the
Internet Law and Policy Forum, a consortium of technology
companies such as Microsoft and AT&T.
Biddle has published articles on digital signatures and electronic commerce in the San Diego Business Journal, Cyberspace
Lawyer and Boardwatch Magazine, and a student co mm ent in
the San Diego Law Review. These articles have been requested
by state legislators around the country and by a meeting of the
Unitei:I Nations.
Now an associate focusing on cyberspace law issues for
Cooley Godward in San Diego, Biddle is studying for the bar
exam and reveling in his opportunities.
"I feel like I'm moving in circles of people who are influencing the development of electronic commerce," he says. "It's
quite stunning that it's worked out this way."
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MUCH
ADO
ABOUT
ACTING

Ian casts woman in rolas lradilionally rasarvad for man, such as
a Walker (lafl] as Dromio of Ephasus in "Tha Comedy of Errors.•

small, photocopied sign hangs crookedly on a cabinet in
oanne Zipay's kitchen. The single sheet of unlined
white paper resides right above the coffee maker, presumably where
Zipay can glance at it each morning as she prepares that day's brew.
The page contains only one sentence, a quote from Mother Teresa:
"We can do no great thing - only small things with great love."
Zipay, a 1993 graduate of the Master of Fine Arts in Dramatic
Arts program, is taking that simple statement to heart. Two years ago
she founded an acting ensemble, the New York City-based Judith
Shakespeare Company. The creation of another theater company in
one of the world's acting epicenters may seem like a small thing.
With her great love for classical theater, however, Zipay approaches
the work of Shakespeare and other classical writers in a new and
enlightening way.
"The Judith Shakespeare Company was founded out of a frustration with the lack of women's roles in classical theater and the
lack of responsibility to the text," explains the 39-year-old Zipay,
who worked as an actor, director and playwright in Dallas and New
York before coming to USD in 1991. "I created the company as a
place where I would like to work as an actor, where women have
more opportunities and where actors can get in touch with what
the plays really mean."
It is difficult to understand exactly what Zipay means by "getting
in touch" with classical works until she pulls out the research she
and the actors did for "King John," which the company performed
last November. Along with a half-dozen different interpretations of
the play, Zipay presents classical dictionaries, reference works and
her own script, a margin-to-margin morass of notes and definitions.
The information seems overwhelming, but she wouldn't do it any
other way.
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"You can't just wing it when it comes to performing Shakespeare,"
says Zipay, who explains the name for her company comes from
a Virginia Woolf story about Shakespeare's fictional sister. "In
Shakespeare's plays, so much turns on the words. A whole world
can change on a word, and we have to be able to convey that by
entering that world and knowing what's at stake."
The 30-odd actors in the company were at first taken aback by
the hours of research and discussion that preceded each of the productions - the ensemble also has performed Shakespeare's "Troilus
and Cressida," "The Comedy of Errors" and "Macbeth," all directed
by Zipay - but most now embrace the process and come prepared
with their own notes. Their preparation has paid off in the form of
sold-out houses and an "oobr" (Off-Off Broadway Review) award for
excellence in the company's 1995-96 season. But Zipay sees even more
important rewards.
"When we performed 'The Comedy of Errors,' the audience said
they understood every word. Some even asked if we had modernized
the language," says Zipay, who also teaches theater to adults and
children. "We hadn't, but our understanding of the time and our
involvement in the words brought a clarity to the audience."
Zipay also has brought some surprises to her audiences. In
addition to its Shakespearean presentations, the company last fall
introduced "Tabula Rasa," a new play by Texas playwright Molly
Louise Shepard. The performance fit Zipay's long-term goal of
developing "modern classics" with a special emphasis on plays
written by women and with significant roles for women.
"I like to think we've established something as a company," says
Zipay, who shares many of the production and business duties with
her husband, Broadway actor Philip Hernandez. "We took a lot of
risks, but we also carved out a niche in New York theater."
Carving that niche was hardly an easy process. Although
experienced actors enter the company as principals - the roster
has included several of Zipay's fellow USD alumni - others join
as apprentices for whom Zipay serves as acting coach and trainer.
Her role as producer means long hours spent booking space, hiring
artistic consultants, fund-raising, handling publicity and keeping the
books. The company produces under an arrangement with the Actors
Equity Association whereby professional union actors forgo salary in
order to gain exposure on the New
York stage. Although the financial
compensation has increased each
season, actors in the company work
for little more than reimbursement
of their travel expenses. What they
gain is training, experience and a
richer knowledge of classical theater and Shakespeare's work. That,
says Zipay, is the most important
element of her own work.
"If we don't listen to the
Joanna Zipay
words and know what they mean,
Shakespeare will be dead," she says. "Although it takes work to
rediscover how much we need language, it's worth it when we bring
these plays to life."
-
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n theme residence halls, the university provides the blueprint but
students build the home. Residents create communities based on
common interests and, along the way, they find peer support, lasting
friendships and deeper involvement in their university.

W

hen junior Kim Farris lost her grandfather last year, she didn't
go through the crisis alone. Rather, Farris' hallrnates embraced
her with spirituality to help her cope. Together, the residents on her
floor organized a hall Mass in honor of Farris' grandfather, invited
her parents to attend and let her grandmother know the Mass was
being held .
"It was really hard on me when my grandfather died. Almost
everybody in the hall came to the Mass," Farris recalls, still
touched by the memory. "That made me feel supported and able to
keep a positive attitude."
Little did Farris know that her choice of residence in her sophomore year could provide so much comfort in a crisis. She had signed
up with the university ministry residential living option, one of a
handful of theme floors in USO housing that are gaining popularity.
While theme floors have been available since a fine arts floor
was initiated by Sister Betsy Walsh during the 1981-82 academic
year, the idea has caught fire in the past two years, says Skip
Walsh '83 (M.R.E.), assistant dean and director of residence life.
During the 1995-96 school year, 125 students lived in halls with
themes such as university ministry, freshman leadership, honors,
electrical engineering and outdoor adventures. In 1996-97, the list
grew to 145 students, with some halls filling up so quickly that the
housing office had to start waiting lists.
Though the program is growing, the basic goals haven't
changed since that first fine arts floor was established more than 15
years ago. Then, Sister Betsy and a group of students simply lived
together and furthered a common interest. The idea sprouted from
discussions between Walsh and Sister Betsy about theme houses she
saw while a student at Harvard. A few of Sister Betsy's students
were interested in a similar experience and recruited their friends.
Soon, they had a group of 16 students living in the Missions A
complex north of the soccer field - eight women upstairs and eight
men downstairs, with Sister Betsy living in an apartment on the
floor between them. Hall activities centered around fine arts events
such as theater and movies, which were followed by intellectual
discussions in Sister Betsy's apartment.
"At the beginning of the year, the students would come in gingerly
and tentatively," Sister Betsy remembers with a smile. "By the end
of the year, they would tumble in the door. They were at home."
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Being at home is the point of the theme halls. At a time when
students are learning how to live on their own and grappling with
profound issues such as which career path to choose, a comfortable
living environment can make all the difference. Particularly for
freshmen, it can make - or break - a year at school.

._.

Sophomore Brian Tankersley can attest to the difference a comfortable living environment makes. He spent his freshman year in
Maher with three roommates who didn't really understand his
involvement with university ministry and the Founders Chapel
Choir. So, while they went out and socialized with their friends,
Tankersley took his own path and pursued his interests with other
students in university ministry. During the year, another guitarist
in the choir asked Tankersley to be his roommate on the university
ministry floor, and he jumped at the chance.
"Our hope is to provide an atmosphere where students feel
comfortable expressing their faith, being involved in university ministry and being involved with the university at large," says Brother
Torn Thing, associate minister at USD and adviser for the university
ministry hall. "We want to provide a sense of belonging. We help
them begin to form a strong spirituality, a sense of who they are, and
we furnish a system to show how faith can be a part of their lives."
The hall activities complement many of the students' existing
involvements in ministry. There are weekly prayer retreats, Lenten
prayer services, Sunday night socials, alternative spring breaks, hall
Masses, community service projects and recreational trips. One student expresses his faith by regularly putting flowers at the base of
the hall's 5-foot crucifix. Ideally, most or all of the hall activities
are organized by the students themselves, who represent a variety of
faiths.
Every Saturday, for example, a group of students gathers on
the West Point Field at sunset. There, they sing a few songs, discuss the meaning of the scriptures for the next day's Mass and
share prayers of thanks.
"It's easier to get involved if this is part of your living environment," says junior Colleen Roach, a member of the hall. "I like the
fact that we have a common ground."
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"It's been great to live on the honors hall," says sophomore
Ben Belfiglio, who will be a resident assistant on the freshman
honors floor next year. "We all bounce ideas off each other and get
intellectual conversations going. We have a lot more interaction than
in the other housing complexes."

That common ground establishes the framework for a warm
community environment, the advantage cited most often by the residents. By developing close relationships through their common
interests, the hallmates are able to go one step further and support
each other's individual interests off the floor. For Roach, a member
of the crew team, that support became evident when a large group
of her hallmates showed up for a big race - on a Saturday at 7 a.m.
"That showed me what kind of people they really are," she says.
As their adviser, Brother Tom modestly says he lives "a ministry of presence" on the floor with the students, available at whatever level they need him to be.
"It's nice to have someone older who lives on the hall," says
Tankersley. "A lot of people go to Brother Tom for guidance on
personal issues. He's very concerned with our lives. He is a spiritual
leader that we look up to."

The cornerstone of the residential living options program is its flexibility. Students or faculty members can come up with ideas for hall
themes, and if enough students sign up, the hall is established. It
may only have enough interest to last one year, but that doesn't
deter the residence life or housing staff. Since Sister Betsy hosted
the fine arts floor, a number of themes have come and gone, including Navy ROTC, healthy lifestyles and Greek floors.
Once a hall is established, it's up to the residents and the
adviser to develop the group's focus and programming. "It's important that there be strong advising and that strong leadership emerge
from the group," Skip Walsh says. "We provide the framework, but
the people make it work. This is one of those opportunities that is
completely open to the creativity, ingenuity and energy of the people
on the hall."
Maher Hall was an example of such creativity and flexibility
this year, when the 16 residents in the freshmen men's leadership
living option and the four residents in the electrical engineering living option decided to merge. While there were a few activities with
an engineering bent, most of the hall activities focused on leadership, which in turn supported the residents' involvement in
Associated Students government, the residence hall council, community service, and university clubs and organizations.
"The engineers helped the other guys with study habits," says
Larry Perez '96 (M.Ed.), Maher resident director and adviser for
the merged hall. "And living on the hall has helped all the students to grow academically and socially."
Most of the programming is student-driven, not a problem for a floor of budding leaders who naturally take
charge. But there's a practical reason the students need to
drive the activities.

Although the honors hall does not have an adviser living on the floor
with the students, it does not lack intellectual support and leadership.
The hall is so popular - partly because it ties directly to the university's honors program - that it has filled up quickly in the two
years it's been offered and had a waiting list the second year.
"We'd been hearing again and again from the students that
their best friends were people they'd met in the honors program,
with whom they shared a love of learning and intellectual discussion and inquiry," says Elizabeth Cobbs Hoffman, associate professor of history and director of the honors program. "We thought it
would be nice for the students to be in a more intense living environment."
"I'm more on the studious side," admits Martha Medina, a
first-year student who earned enough advanced placement credits
while in high school to have already attained sophomore status.
"I thought if I lived in an area where people had similar
interests, that would be more beneficial to me."
Because the honors hall is connected to the larger
academic program, hallmates share not only living
quarters, but classes and even preceptorials, freshman courses that examine major disciplines and
serve as an academic orientation to the university.
This closeness makes for a strong bond and,
program organizers hope, keeps students in the
rigorous honors program after the first or second
year when some are tempted to drift away.
"We thought the hall would help students
reinforce the sense that this kind of intellectual
endeavor is important, it is rewarding, and they
can get support for doing it, including peer support," Hoffman notes.
Other support comes in the form of scholarly events for the hallmates and anyone else
in the honors program. Events range from
watching the film "Casablanca," followed by a
faculty-led discussion of the French collaboration during World War II, to a viewing of the
Hale-Bopp comet from Mount Laguna, followed by a lecture from a physics professor.
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"It's easier to get involved
if this is part of your living
environment. I like the
fact that we have a
common ground."
"I could plan 200 programs and if they aren't relevant to
freshman men, they won't be successful," Perez explains.
It's also an important learning experience for the
students. "If someone doesn't follow through in planning
an event, we don't rescue them," says Luri Poggi,
Mission B resident director and adviser for the companion freshman women's leadership hall.
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Fortunately, that's not often the case. The students on the
leadership floors have little trouble taking initiative in their halls
and in university life, largely because they learn from each other.
"Living on the leadership hall had a crucial impact on my getting involved with the university right away," says Kristen Jones,
who was elected freshman senator in Associated Students. "It fueled
my fire."

who need the most support during that difficult first year. In the
past, some options were open only to returning students, but in the
coming year, every living option will be open to freshmen.
One of the options for 1997-98, the Oceans theme, is open to
both freshman and upperclass students. This option, which didn't
draw enough students in 1996-97 to establish a hall, went through
a name transformation to attract residents.
"The name last year sounded too science-nerd-like," says
Anne Sturz, associate professor and acting director of the marine
and environmental studies program. She and her colleagues are
recruiting students interested in chemistry, biology, physics, marine
science or ocean studies, all of whom could share an interest in the
oceans.
One thing the students will definitely share is disciplined
study habits for the demanding majors and class schedules that
require Saturday morning labs or labs that run until 6:30 at night.
"They will have the common bond of suffering," Sturz says.
"Another advantage of clustering them together is that they will
have a common topic of conversation, a sense of community and a
chance to talk about possible career paths with someone they trust
and believe."

Looking toward the third year of the expanded residential living
options program, organizers are evaluating what works and what
doesn't. In the outdoor adventures option, for example, organizers
learned that size affects success. The first year drew 40 students,
which was too many to organize outdoor trips effectively.
"What happened was a core group of students emerged who
were closely involved all year," says Greg Harkless '95, assistant
director of outdoor recreation and adviser to the outdoor adventures floor. He sees a critical part of his advising role as observing
the hall's activities and progress, and making changes when necessary.
To get the group to a more manageable size, the hall was split
into two floors during the 1996-97 academic year - one for freshmen and one for returning students. And next year, two program
assistants will help advise the students and plan activities.
"It was good experience learning how to
organize trips, but it was hard at first," says
sophomore Matt Blakeley-Smith, a two-year
resident who now works as a trip guide for
the university's Outdoor Adventures
recreation program. "Most of the freshmen are not from the area and don't
know what's available."
"Being freshmen, you're really lost
trying to organize outdoor events with
people you don't know," says freshman
Katie Cockerell, who will serve as one of
the program assistants next year. "We are
going to have planned activities and tell
people who are new to San Diego where
they can go. We'll try to get in touch with
everyone on the floor at least once a
week."
Other halls experienced similar changes
as they moved beyond their pilot phase. Many have
adopted new names for 1997-98 as part of their
maturing identities. The outdoor adventures program
is now known as the John Muir Community, after
the famed naturalist. University Ministry's two halls
have been named ";Adelante!" (a Spanish phrase
used by Friar Junipero Serra, meaning "go forward") and Pace E Bene (a Franciscan blessing, meaning "peace and all good," or
"peace and God dwell within you").
Also for 1997-98, the emphasis is
on providing theme halls for freshmen,
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Overwhelmingly, the residents of theme halls agree
that through their shared interests, hallmates have an
instant connection that forges strong friendships and
enables them to further their goals in a supportive,
family-like atmosphere.
"The glory of having a theme floor is that you
can sign up for something you know is part of your
personality," says Larry Perez. "You can live on a
floor that enables you to foster your best interests."
"I like to surround myself with confident, positive thinkers," says sophomore Dung Hoang, who
lived on the freshman women's leadership floor last
year. "First semester was a killer, but we were all
going through the same thing. It was like having a group
of sisters. People need a home away from home and
that's what we were for each other."

"The glory of having a
theme floor is that you
can sign up for something
you know is part of
your personality."
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t half-past five in the morning, the
surface of the USD Sports Center
pool is a smooth piece of glass,
reflecting the purple sky above as dawn
creeps onto campus. The classrooms,
libraries and residence halls are silent,
awaiting the day's influx of students and
professors. Only the occasional sweep of
headlights disturbs the serenity so uncharacteristic of the usually busy hilltop.
Buffered from the outside world by
the high walls surrounding the pool deck,
some of USD's earliest risers murmur softly
and sleepily to each other. After brief
instructions and a few scattered splashes,
the silence returns. Even on the warmest
days, the cool water provides a quick wakeup call, giving notice in no uncertain terms
that practice has begun.
Like diamonds slicing through a mirror,
the swimmers carve perfectly straight lines
back and forth across the water. They swim
side-by-side, but the blue-and-white plastic
lane lines segregate each teammate in her own
world. Within their respective 8 -foot-wide
domains, they struggle to become stronger,
better and, above all, faster. In a sport
where mere hundredths of a
second often
separate
champions
from alsorans, no
opportunity for
improvement
can be put off
until tomorrow.
That is why in
mid-May, more
than three months
after they won the
1996-97 Pacific Collegiate Swimming
Conference championship for
the first time in school history, the Toreros are still in the
pool every day. The team that
set five conference records at the
February championship meet, took
first place in 11 events, sent 11 swimmers
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to the All-Conference team and finished
with a 13-2 record, the best ever for a
USD swimming and diving squad, is justifiably proud of those achievements. They
are very good, but team members know they
can be even better.
"We're not going to be satisfied to
maintain the level we've reached," says head
coach Bill Morgan, who was selected for the
third consecutive time as the conference's
Coach of the Year. "Challenges are what
keep swimmers going. Our nature is to
accomplish one goal and set another."

From Bottom

To Banner

n just four seasons at USD, Morgan has
made a habit of setting and achieving
goals. When he arrived in 1993, the head
coach inherited a Division I team that had
floundered against much stronger competi'
tion.
Although he was hired as a part-time
coach - making the transition to full-time
just this year - and didn't have much
scholarship money to work with, Morgan
believed he could build a winning team
from the ground up.
"I felt that if I got the right people to
work with me, USD had a lot of potential,"
says Morgan, who coached swimming
for 13 years at the University of
California, San Diego, and was a
record-setting swimmer at San
Diego State University. "1

thought it would be
fun to see where 1 could go with
the program."
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Morgan didn't go very far his first year,
when the team finished with a 3-14 record.
He spent much of that time getting to know
USD - so he could pitch the university's
strengths to potential student-athletes and letting high school and club coaches
know about his intentions for the program.
After a year at the school, Morgan was
ready to go after some top-notch swimmers.
He knew that job wouldn't be easy.
"I call the first group of athletes I
recruited 'The Pioneers' because there
wasn't a lot here for them," the coach says.
"I had to tell them about my plans and
convince them they would be getting a new
era started."
Morgan's sales pitch did the trick, and
he started the 1993-94 season with a fresh
crop of swimmers who would form the
backbone of a new USD team. Although
they liked the idea of building the program,
the half-dozen pioneers also had to adjust
to new roles as team leaders.
"It's unusual for a new group of swimmers to come in and be the top swimmers
on the team," says junior Laura Sides, a
Nebraska native who contributed first-place
victories in the 100-yard freestyle and the
200-yard freestyle relay at the PCSC
championships. "Usually you learn from
the people ahead of you, but this time we
had to learn for ourselves. We've all grown
a lot together."
As they grew, the team got better and
better. In their first season, the pioneers
led the team to a 9-7 record and a fifth-place
finish at the conference championships.
The following year, Morgan added another
group of top swimmers
and garnered a
second-place
spot at the
PCSC finals
after finishing the
season with a 12-1
record. This year,
the swimming and
diving team adopted
the motto "A

Support For Sprinqboarden

and made good
on their promise
by winning the first
banner in their sport
to grace the Sports
Center gym.
"Each year we've reached a new milestone," says junior Mary Wurster, the team
co-captain, who swam to top-three finishes
in four events at the PCSC championships,
including first-place in the 400-yard individual medley. "It will be great to come back
here some day, see that first banner, and
know I helped get it for us."

m

Secreh Of Their Succe\\
arning the first championship for USD
required long hours of grueling practice
by the swimmers, who augment their
twice-daily workouts in the pool with
weightlifting, running, aerobics and even
Tae Kwan Do. They train year-round, staying at USD through winter break - when
most students head home for six weeks and following their own regimens or swimming with club teams in the summer.
"Every year you have to come back a
certain percentage stronger than you were
the year before," says Wurster, while Sides
adds, "You have to stay in the water all the
time to reach your full potential."
The swimmers, however, believe that
rigorous training only goes so far. One key
to their success this year, they say, is the
camaraderie and support that pervades the
team.
"I've never seen a team as close as this
one," says Kristine Hayashi, a freshman
who broke conference records in the 100yard and 200-yard breast stroke at the
championships and contributed to two relay
victories, one of which also was a recordbreaker. "Our togetherness takes us one
step higher than the other teams. There's
so much motivation to succeed."
While the swimmers evolved into a
tightly knit unit, Morgan added a few key
elements of his own. After finding some of
the best swimmers around, Morgan asked
two top coaches to join his staff. The first
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addition, two years ago, was Morgan's own
coach from his days at SDSU, Darrell
Swenson. Like their swimmers, the two
coaches share a similar outlook.
"Our philosophies are the same," says
Swenson, who also coached at UC Davis
and UC Berkeley. "We both believe in a
program built on honesty and integrity in
our dealings, and we believe that sports
need to be enjoyable."
Swenson often makes the long practices
fun for the swimmers by engaging them in
trivia contests, quizzes and even an occasional
game of kickball in the gym. He realizes,
however, that fun also comes from accomplishment, a lesson he says will serve students
well in the future.
"We recognize that swimming is not
an end, but it is something that will prepare
students to move out into society," he says.
"They need to go into the world with the
confidence to meet the challenges that
await them, and the success they have here
will give them that confidence."
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organ's second addition to the staff
was a little more tricky. Not only
did he have to find a diving coach,
at the same time he had to find divers for
the new coach to work with. The diving
program at USD lapsed years ago, and
Morgan knew that reviving it for the
1996-97 season would help the team
win. When he tapped U.S. diving coach
Mike Fitchett, a three-time PCSC
Diving Coach of the Year at UCSD,
for the job, Morgan saw another
piece of the team puzzle fall into
place.
"We started out with a 32-to-nothing
deficit at every meet, because our team didn't
have divers to compete and we lost those
points," says Morgan. "It's hard to believe,
but in one year we went from no divers to
having a high school All-American."
That All-American, freshman Shannon
Pace, took third place in 3-meter diving
and fourth place in I-meter diving at the
PCSC championships. She also became
the first USD swimmer or diver to qualify
for the NCAA regional competition, the
precursor to the national championships.
Although she was not one of the six regional
finalists, she says being among the 60 to
qualify for the competition was an honor.
Pace, Fitchett and the team 's other
diver, freshman Sonja Klimp, often work
out at UCSD - which has the 3-meter
board USD lacks - and Pace travels to
her home in Mission Viejo, an hour north
of San Diego, to keep up her skills on the
IO-meter platform. Like the pioneers two
years before them, the divers had to start
from scratch.
"The trainers and even some of the
swimmers didn't know much about what
we do," Pace says. "It was a learning process
for them, but the support everyone on the
team offered really made a difference."

TaKinq On The Tough Times
he support system formed by the
Toreros often carried them through
the rocky times that inevitably face
any team during the course of a season.
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Although they lost only two meets this
year, several swimmers suffered through
bouts with illness or injury, and credit the
enthusiasm of their fellow swimmers with
helping them bounce back.
"We had many meetings as a team to
talk about what we needed to do and how to
do it," says freshman Courtney Coleman,
who turned in record-setting finishes in the
200-yard individual medley and 100-yard
butterfly at the PCSC championships. "It
encouraged me to just go out there, do my
best and keep trying."
Coleman needed the encouragement
after an early-season illness caused her to
miss a meet against Northern Arizona
University (NAU) in November. When
she returned, the team called upon her to
come through against top rival Fresno State.
In the Jan. 8 contest, the Toreros finished
only four points ahead, with Coleman's
performance in the 200-yard individual
medley and participation in the 200-yard
medley relay, the last two events of the day,
putting the team over the top.
At the conference championships, held
Feb. 13-15, the swimming and diving team
got into another tough spot. Expecting to
perform very well against their competition,
the Toreros were surprised after the first
day of the three-day meet to find themselves
trailing Northern Arizona University.
"We came in confident, but had a
humbling experience the first day," recalls
backstroker Heather Olsen, who says the
team vowed in a meeting that night to come
back strong in the morning. "The next day,
we were right back at each other's lanes,
cheering each other on and trying to give
more encouragement than the other teams."
The formula of hard work and support
created the right potion for success. The
Toreros pulled ahead on the second day and
by the end of the meet were 120 points ahead
of second-place finishers NAU, winning four
of the final six events to cement the victory.
Morgan, who this year convinced diver
Pace and the record-breaking Coleman to
choose USD instead of NAU, had taken
the team to the top of the conference in
just three years. Equally important, he says,
was the reaction to the swimmers and
divers on campus.
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"We want to make swimming a premier
sport at this university. One of our criteria
was to put that first banner in the gym,"
Morgan says. "Another was gaining recognition for the swimmers and divers as
athletes. Their performance this year earned
them the respect of everyone at USD.''

Wait 'TII next Year

(And Beyond)
hree months later, the swimming and
diving team is still hard at work. The
athletes are preparing for next season
and aiming to keep the respect they've
earned and gain some more. With no seniors
on the team, almost every swimmer and
diver will return next year, along with a
new group of freshmen. Although they
will concentrate on another championship
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season, the swimmers and their coach have
other goals as well. Some of them are very
personal.
"I actually broke the conference record
in the 200-yard butterfly, but a swimmer
from NAU was even faster so she gets to
claim the record," says Coleman, then adds
quietly, "Next year I'll get her.''
Despite their record-setting performances
this year, the swimmers know they will have
to shave even more precious time off their
events to qualify for the NCAA championships, second only to the Olympics in level
of competition. To travel to the NCAAs,
athletes must turn in a certified time during the season that meets the qualifying
standards. In some events, Torero swimmers missed the grade by a tenth of a second or less, something they keep in mind as
they train for the 1997 -98 season. Morgan is
thinking about even more than that.
"Of course we want to compete for a
conference championship every year," says
the coach. "But there is much more beyond
that. We want to upgrade our competition
and swim against schools like UCLA. We
want to be a nationally ranked Top-25
team. Most important, we want to take this
program to a high level of excellence and
put it there to stay.''
Morgan, the other coaches and the
team have laid the foundation upon which
that excellence will be built. The foundation
includes all the planning, the recruiting,
the hard workouts, the long practices and
the setbacks that must be overcome. The
most important building block, however, is
a love for the sport that shines through
whenever the team members speak of
swimming, and especially when they take
to the water.
"Swimming is a tough sport, so you
have to love it completely to want to keep
doing it," says Sides. "It can be frustrating
and tiring, but the thrill of accomplishing
something and knowing you worked hard
to get there can't be matched.''

o come out on top of their competition,
Bill Morgan and his staff have to analyze strengths and weaknesses, determine
how to allocate resources, measure results,
forecast future needs and hold themselves
and others accountable for their performance.
If it sounds like they're running a business,
that's no coincidence.
"The coaching staff knew early on that
we needed a business plan for each year,"
says Morgan, the swimming and diving head
coach. "Every decision we make has to be
analyzed to see whether or not it will make
for a better team."
At the same time Morgan and the
assistant coaches - Darrell Swenson, Mike
Fitchett and Chris Anderson - draw up
their business plan each season, team
members write their own "team covenant,"
which outlines what they expect to put

into and get out of the program. The staff
does not dictate any of the specifics of the
covenant, only requiring that the team write
it together.
"It's their contract with each other, so
they decide what they want from the team
and how they're going to accomplish their
goals," says Morgan, a three-time Pacific
Collegiate Swimming Conference Coach of
the Year. "They decide how they will hold
up their end of the contract."
Like any business, the swimming and
diving program operates under tight budget
constraints and has to make full use of every
resource. The coaches know USD inside
and out, from admissions to financial aid to
academics, ensuring that they can answer
questions from athletes who are heavily
recruited by other schools. While USD is
often outmatched by universities that can

offer more scholarship money, the coaches
sell USD's academic programs, small class
sizes, idyllic location and commitment to
winning.
"Our business plan says the program
should be enjoyable for the athletes and for the
coaches," says Swenson. "A big part of the
enjoyment comes from accomplishments, from
meeting the challenges we set for ourselves."
The coaches also made important decisions early on about how their program
should be conducted. Morgan notes: "The
most important rule we have is to be completely honest and ethical in our dealings
with the athletes. We view that as the path
to success."
With the success they've had so far, if the
Toreros were a business they would already
be in the Fortune 500 and climbing fast.

1996-97 TDnras: (Franl Raw] llivi111 Coach Mike Fib:hatt, &ndduin Pan, J1111ny Tharpe, Marissa llannkamp, Kanm Edgar, Kristina llayuhi, Tina Raja, Laura
Sides, Caurlnay Calenuan, Shannan Pace, Shanna &uzman, Assistant Coach Chris Andarsan. (Bade Raw) Head Coach Bill Margan, llaalluir Dlsan, Julia Larson,
Carisa Billnff, Magan Thampsan, Ari Bain, Sanja Klimp, Katrina Rawe, Muy Wurster, Ahby Harrai:ks, Assistant Caach Dlll'l'IID SW1111San.
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tition. We really had to put packages together that were very
attractive."
The man who never doubted he'd work at USD for the length of
his career breaks into a proud smile when he recalls the day in 1980
that the SOBA undergraduate program won full accreditation. A
year later the graduate program earned the same national recognition.

hen James Burns joined USD's business school faculty
in 197 4, his students were sporting platform shoes,
fluorescent polyester tops and long sideburns. Twentytwo years later the student fashions are remarkably similar, but little else is the same at the School of Business Administration where
Burns began serving as dean in January 197 5.
Burns' guidance and visionary leadership on campus and off
were crucial to the development of a business school that in 197 5
had six faculty members, no accredited programs and shared Serra
Hall with several other academic departments. The dean, who originally agreed to take the job for only six months while a new leader
was sought, immediately felt at home working with then-President
Author E. Hughes and then-Provost Sister Sally M. Furay. When
they offered him the deanship permanently, although he was a
teacher at heart, Burns knew the excitement of being in on the
ground floor of an emerging university was too good to pass up.
His short-lived stint as an associate professor did not end when
Burns took over as the school's chief administrator - his love for the
classroom kept the dean teaching one class a year, even while recruiting faculty, controlling the SOBA budget, developing new curricula
and nurturing relationships with businesses in the San Diego community.
In September, however, Burns will turn over the administrative reins to dean-elect Curtis Cook and return to the classroom
permanently. He'll give up an elegant corner office and move downstairs to the first floor of Olin Hall. He'll give up budget spreadsheets for class rosters. And casual drop-in office visits with students will take the place of button-down meetings with faculty,
campus administrators and university donors.
It's the sort of retirement Burns has earned after building the
nationally recognized School of Business Administration. But don't
expect the modest, soft-spoken Burns to act as if his leaving the
post is anything extraordinary.
"It's part of a normal progression," Burns says of the decision
to return to teaching rather than retire completely. He notes that
Kristine Strachan, dean of the School of Law, is doing the same,
while Ed DeRoche, dean of the School of Education, will return to
teaching in September 1998.

ASK AND YE SHALL RECEIVE
While the dean fixed himself as a regular member of lunchtime
pick-up basketball games at the Sports Center gym, the faculty and
their programs were quickly outgrowing Serra Hall. With the goal
of constructing a state-of-the-art business education facility, President Hughes worked his fund-raising magic in the community and
Burns applied for a grant from the Olin Foundation, a philanthropic
organization founded to help private, independent universities. That
same smile appears when Burns remembers hearing from Olin executives that $4.5 million would be granted to USD for construction
and complete furnishing of the new building.
"We worked with the foundation and would tell them what we
wanted, and they would determine if it was acceptable," says Burns,
who was very much a part of the design team that configured and
equipped Olin Hall.
When construction bids came in lower than expected, new
plans were devised to beef up technology in the building. "We wired
every room for a telephone line, a computer high-speed line and for
video," Burns says. "We were able to get 25 personal computers
for faculty and 25 PCs for a student computer lab. In 1984, it was
the most modern business building in the United States."
Today, the 46,000-square-foot Olin Hall is keeping pace nicely
with the rapid advances in technology. Space is more and more limited,
however, as special programs draw visiting faculty and space needs
increase for "centers" such as the Ahlers Center for International
Business, and the real estate finance and procurement programs.
Burns helped gain approval for an addition to Olin Hall from university and city officials, but will gladly hand over the management
of this project to his successor.

No MoRE RounNE
Throughout the years, the SOBA's academic programs have flourished and multiplied under Burns' watchful eye. Students majoring
in accountancy, business administration, business economics, economics and international relations have opportunities to cluster
electives around such topics as purchasing, taxation or international
management.
As the quality of the class offerings has steadily improved, so
too has the caliber of students attending the school, Burns says.
That is what excites him most about leaving the administrative work
behind and concentrating again solely on scholarship.
"We get good people who have good career goals, who are
willing to work hard and are fun to work with," he adds.
On a personal level, Burns will have time to continue his
research on organizational behavior, perhaps beginning as early as
this summer during a trip to China. It's a topic he first explored for
a doctoral dissertation at Harvard University.
Although his days on the basketball court are over, look for
the tall, fit, white-haired man to continue his lunchtime tradition
by lifting weights in USD's workout room.
Well, OK, maybe his routine will change a little. Professors,
after all, can make their own schedules.

WHICH COMES FIRST?
Developing the SOBA into a school with its own building, 59 fulltime faculty members and 22 part-time professors, and the most
declared majors of any academic program on campus took two
decades. Burns dedicated the first five years of his tenure to
recruiting students and teachers who could bring prestige to the
school and help earn accreditation for the business program.
In a "which comes first, the chicken or the egg?" dilemma,
national certification of USD's School of Business Administration
was essential to attracting students, professors and grant money to
construct a permanent business building and develop academic programs. Yet the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business wouldn't even consider accreditation until a healthy student
body and high-caliber faculty were in place.
Fortunately, Burns' emphasis on recruitment coincided with a
national surge in the number of students attending four-year universities and invigorated interest in business education. The students
came looking for programs with a teaching-oriented faculty.
"The professors were the tough part," Burns recalls. "Nationally,
all the business programs were growing so there was a lot of compe-
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Some vacancies still exist for class chairs, cochairs (for classes /Jrior to 1971), correspondents
and co-corres/Jondents (pre-1971 classes). If
there is a vacancy in your class year and you
want to volunteer, please contact the Office
of Alumni Relations at (619) 260-4819 or
(BOO) 248-4873, ext . 7.
Alumni Gallery notes received after the deadline will appear in a subsequent issue. If a
large number of timely items are submitted for
the fall issue, surplus notes may appear in the
winter edition. For classes with correspondents, please send class news to your correspondents rather than directly to the magazine.

ll.&53
CLASS CHAIR:
Therese (Truitt) Whitcomb,
Honorary Chair

ll.95&

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Pattie Proctor writes that her cataract surgery
was successful and that she is refreshing her
computer skills.

CLASS CHAIRS:
John J. Bowman
Karene (Lemke) Evenson

ll.&55

ll.&&ll.

CLASS CHAIR:
Mary Scott

ll.&5&
CLASS CHAIRS:
Carol Dusler
James V. Freed, Honorary Chair
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Diane (Sinclair) Drew
2854 Creekside Road
Santa Rosa, CA 95405

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Last summer, Donna Boyd took a two-week
choral tour that included the Berlin Philharmonic Hall and St. Mark's Basilica in Venice,
Italy. She then spent 10 days in the hill and
coastal towns of Tuscany and Liguria with her
daughter, Maria. Before the tour, she chaired
the Birthright International Convention in
San Francisco.

ll.&57
l!I 4D-Yaar Rnnian Calllhntian

Nav. 14-16, 1997
CLASS CHAIR:
Carol (Burke) Couture

20

ll.&&3

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Martha (Spiers) Lepore
750 F Avenue
Coronado, CA 92118

CLASS CORRESPONDENTS:
Chuck Hanlen
2956 Verda Avenue
Escondido, CA 92025
Pat Gannon Roberts
1426 Boyle Avenue
Escondido, CA 9202 7

CLASS CHAIRS:
Janet (Halla) Trily
Ned Wilson

CLASS CHAIRS:
Hank Acquarelli
Penny (Nutting) Guthrie

ll.&&O

CLASS CHAIR:
Katite (McGonigle) Murtha

ll.&5 ...

ll.&&2
1111 35-Year llnnian Clllahralian
Nav. 14-16, 1997

CLASS CHAIRS :
Angel (Kraemer) Kleinbub
George Palma

ll.&&•
CLASS CHAIR:
Noel Hall
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Delle Willett
2753 Hillcroft Drive
Chesterfield, MO 63005-7007

CLASS CHAIRS:
Elizabeth (Korander) Bradley
Elli (O'Donnell) Lorch
Tippy (Gary) Thibodeau
Mary Jane Tiernan

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Dennis Halloran
5023 Lilac Lane
Dallas, TX 75209

Dennis Maguire writes: "I have two beautiful
daughters, Shannon and Tiffany. I decided to
go back to school 19 years after graduating
from USD. I received my law degree from
WSU Fullerton in 1987." He worked as a
mediator in a law firm for eight years, as president of a property management company for
three years and as a volunteer with a nonprofit mediation provider for four years. He
returned to San Diego in 1995 and lives in
Mission Beach.

UNDERliRADUATE ALUMNI

ll.985

Sarita (Doyle) Eastman writes that she and her
husband, Brent, went to South Africa in
1996. "While Brent lectured on trauma systems and stayed up nights among the maimed
of Durban, Cape Town and Johannesburg, l
wa lked and drove about with friends and read
literature past and present. What an extraordinary country." She adds that she is still
treating children with attention-re lated disorders, and working with schools to better meet
their needs. "I love my work, and that's
something indeed," she says .... Mary Ellen
(Pfau) Kjos works at Breck School in Golden
Valley, Minn.

CLASS CHAIRS:
Maureen Buckley
Dennis Wick

CLASS CORRESPONDENTS:
Martha (Fiorino) Dowell
676 West Timberbranch Parkway
A lexandria, VA 22302-3614
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CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Karen (Graham) Thielke
19518 14th NW
Seattle, WA 98177-2702

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Joseph Niel is enjoying retirement and is
involved in softball, baseball and oil painting.
He and his wife, Elaine, live in La Mesa,
Calif.

19&&

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

197&

CLASS CHAIRS:

Jaseph Fagel performs orthopedic and sportsrelated surgery in the Santa Cruz/Monterey,
Calif., area . ... Jean Hawryla writes : "After
spending a year dealing with an extremely
serious illness, I'm recovering and working as
director of a migrant Head Start program center in Garland, Utah. I'm also continuing to
work as an artist in watercolor." ... Marcia
Natelbarg is a nurse care manager for Intracorp
and has four children, all teen-agers. She also
works with her husband, Bob, at Dodger
Stadium in marketing/merchandising.

CLASS CHAIRS:

Diana Doerr Klink
Bernard Palacek

19&7
II JD-Year Reunian Celebratian

Nov. 14-16, 1997
CLASS CHAIRS:
Donna (Trumble) McGill
Paul Tuomainen Jr.

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Joseph Walker
715 South 32nd Street
Renton , WA 98055-5097

1972
II 25-Year Reunion Celebration

Nav. 14-16, 1997

19aa

CLASS CHAIR:

CLASS CHAIRS:

Roy Lechner

Sandra (Kiszla) Chew
Walter Johnston

1973

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Tim Harris married his wife, Leanne, in May

Moira Lees
11806 Gorham Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90049

Randy Klotz
Maureen Phalen

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Randy Klutz is a law partner with the downtown San Diego law firm of Branton, Wilson
& Muns. His areas of practice are business,
real estate, tax and estate planning/trust/probate law. ... Graham Milner was named vice
president of sales and marketing for the newly
formed Americas division of WD-40 Co. The
division oversees its businesses in North,
Central and South America. Graham also was
elected an officer of the company. ... Maureen
Phalen is a vice president at PCH Sports
Marketing, where she represents professional
athletes and organizes sporting events.

:1.977
B 20-Year Reunian Celebration

Nov. 14-16, 1997

1989. They have three children: Caroline, 6,
Joseph, 2, and Matthew, 9 months. Tim is the
co-owner of two automobile dealerships
(Dodge and Lexus) in Fresno, Calif.

19&9

CLASS CHAIR:
Sam Dove

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:

CLASS CHAIR:

1974:

Jan (Davidson) Tuomainen

CLASS CHAIRS:

Michael Aeling
48 Darlene Street
St. Paul, MN 55119-4908

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Victoria (Westervelt) Nasman
Doug Robert

:1.97&

1975

Stephen L. Plourd

James nynn completed a 26-year Marine
Corps career, retiring as a colonel. In August
1995, he began a second career with General
Motors Corp. and is currently the manager
for defense marketing and sales in the United
States. He is married with two children:
Jimmy, 16, and Jennie, 13. The family lives
in Vienna, Va.

CLASS CHAIR:
CLASS CHAIR:
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Dennis Blair

Dauglas Sales is working toward a master's
degree in ph ysical therapy at Western University of Health Sciences in Pomona, Calif.
He was one of 36 students nominated by the
university to Who's Who Among Students
in American Universities and Colleges.

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
William Uberti
15660 Southwest 123rd Avenue
Miami, FL 33177

1970
CLASS CHAIRS:

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Rosemary (Masterson) Johnston
G. Vincent Reardon Jr.

Cheryll LeMay (M.Ed. '81) was elected to the
Contra Costa County Board of Education.
She writes: "I am really looking fo rward to
the opportunity to be involved in the fine
work our public schools are doing here."
... Mimi [Lewis) Smith is vice president of
employee benefits for The Trust Company of
Oklahoma in Tulsa. She and her husband,
Dauglas Smith '73, are adjusting to an empty
nest. Their children, Neva and Tashka, are
away at USD and Regis University, respectively. Douglas sold his business last fall and
travels, hikes and camps in his free time.

1971
CLASS CHAIR:
Steve Nasman

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Lawrence Pickard
4906 New Castle Street
Riverside, CA 92509
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1979
CLASS CHAIR:
Kathy (George) Frisbie

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Dorothy Kettel-Kneski
2101 Saint Andrews Bay
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Daniel De Laurentis moved from Guam to the
Pacific Northwest in August. Daniel and his
wife, Kelly (Nicalls) De Laurentis '84, wel-

21

corned their third son, Kingston, in May 1996.
H e joins older brothers Kristian, 8, and
Kramer, 6. D an iel is head of occu pa tional
hea lth and preventive medicine fo r the U .S.
N avy's branch medical clin ic in Everett, Wash.

:aaao
CLASS CHAIR:
Carrie (Galvin) D ern

UNDER&RADUATE ALUMNI
Michael McMahon is a sec urity analyst for
UBS Sec u rities in San Francisco. H e and h is
wife have two sons: Nick, 5, and Tim, 3 .
.. . Jean Oliwa is a business manager for
P arentCa re Famil y R ecovery Center in La
Mesa, Calif. Jean and her husband, Wa lter,
have two sons: Ezekiel, 4 , and Gabriel, 19
months .... Lucia (Hammerich) Robeson is a
vice preside nt at Valliwide Ban k in Fresno,
Calif. ... Colette York (M.S.N . '82 ; D.N.Sc.
'94) is associate professo r of nursi ng and
coordinator of graduate studies in nursing at
Califo rnia State University, Bakersfi eld.

&RADIIATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Robert Pasulka (J .D .) and h is wife, Kathleen
(Rabin) Pasulka '89 (J .D.), are lawyers in San
Diego. R ecently, they started Single Scene, an
online service fo r single people in San Diego.

:aaa:a
CLASS CHAIR:
Hugh Swift

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Lisa Sill
10720 Oh io Avenue, #12
Los A ngeles, C A 90024

UNDERliRADUATE ALUMNI
Patricia (Montoya) Alberico is the inspector in
charge of the Los A ngeles laboratory fo r the
U SD A processed products branch . She has
worked fo r the U .S. D epartment of Agric ulture for 14 years. P atricia and Michael
Alberico '82 have been married for 12 years
and welcomed a second son, Vincent Alexander,
in N ovember 1995. Vincent joins older
broth er, D omenick .... John Mobilia earned
a D .M.D . degree in 198 9 from Bos ton
U ni versity and is a dentist with the U.S.
N avy. ... Sarah (Shumaker) Resnicov is an
admissions coun selor for the graduate nursi ng

Bau Hodps '96 (lop right) with Iha St. Luka's baskalball taam.

FIRST CLASS

B

ess Hodges '96 arrived in the South
Bronx last August to begin a career
as a teacher. The initial lesson, however, was her own.
"Living as a minority in a mainly Hispanic
and African-American community has given
me a new perspective," says the School of
Education alumna. "It was interesting to
feel so different at first, but now I feel like I
belong here."
Providing new perspectives is a mainstay
of the Jesuit Volunteer Corps, the social justice
organization that assigned Hodges a secondgrade classroom at St. Luke's school, located
in one of New York City's - and the nation's
- toughest and poorest neighborhoods.As
Hodges found out, her one-year commitment
to the JVC means constant challenge.
"I arrived with three days to set up a
classroom and virtually no supplies, and I'm
still the first teacher at the school in the
morning and the last to leave at night," says
the California native, who lives with three
other volunteers and receives room, board
and $85 a month. " The children here face
all kinds of problems, but many of them are
ambitious. The formula is lots of work and
lots of patience."
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The 23-year-old teacher has since set
about proving that her formula is one that
works. She asked USD's Office of University
Ministry for help with supplies, and a Sunday
collection at Founders Chapel raised enough
for extras, like crayons, that most students
at St. Luke's hadn't owned before. When she's
not in the classroom, Hodges can be found
coaching basketball for fifth- and sixth-grade
girls, administering a leadership program for
older students concerned about community
issues, leading a discussion about college, or
just hanging out with the students in the gym.
" The children I work with aren 't any
different than anywhere else,'' she says. "All
children need love and attention. I'm trying
to give that to them while I'm here."
In return, the students give back a sense
of accomplishment to a young teacher who
crossed the country to be with them.
"The greatest reward is to see a child
read for the first time, or even to see them
smile,'' says Hodges, who wants to teach in
one of San Diego's impoverished neighborhoods when she returns this fall. "Nobody
can tell you what teaching will really be like,
the challenges you face and what you learn
about yourself. It's not easy, but eventually
you see you are making a difference."

programs at Seattle P acific University. She
also is a real estate agent in the Seattle area.
... Sally (Bullard) Thornton (M.A. '85)
received a 1996 San Diego Women Who Mean
Business award for public service and voluntarism. Sally is director of Mitek Systems and
Solectek Accessories.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Lynne Gu1izia (J.D. '8 1; M.B.A. '86) has been
working at Hydranautics, a manufacturer of
reverse osmosis water purification elements,
since 1990. ln 1995, she was promoted to
national sales manager and in 1996, she was
elected to the hoard of directors of the American
Desalting Association. Also in 1996, Lynne
received an alumni career achievement award
from California Lutheran University, her
undergraduate university.

19&2
B 15-Year Reunion Celebration
Nov. 14-16, 1997
CLASS CHAIR:
Richard Huver

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Denise Bailey-Jackson
560 West 43rd Street, #23G
New York, NY 10036

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Mark Lehherg is an attorney for Gray Cary
Ware & Freidenrich in San Diego. After
graduation, he spent three years in North
Carolina at Wake Forest Law School and 11
years in Rochester, N .Y., where he worked
for Eastman Kodak.

19&3
CLASS CHAIR:
Chris Pascale

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Rick Sanchez
1453 West Kesler Lane
Chandler, AZ 85224
e-mail: rsanchez@ionet.net

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Gloria Blanco-Kelly is a foreign language
teacher at Thayer Academy in Braintree,
Mass. She and her husband , Brian, have four

children: Amanda, 10, Tiffany, 9, Jordan, 6,
and Vanessa, 3 .... Barbara Lear lives in Fort
Leavenworth, Kan., where her husband, Tracy,
a major in the U.S. Army, is attending the
Command and General Staff College. She
writes, "Our children, Rachael Midori, age 7,
and Sean Evan, age 4, are happy growing up
as 'Army brats."' ... Donald Niklas is a mortgage banker in Irvine, Calif. He and his wife,
Kim, have three children: Tara, 8, Austin, 6,
and Troy, 4 .... Karen Ridge (M.Ed. '85) is an
elementary school teacher in San Diego . ...
Robert Simmons recently started Broadway
Chiropractic Clinic, a chiropractic practice in
Cleveland.

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Caroline (Carlson) Atwood is a pharmacist at

for The Islands at Mauna Lani at the Mauna
Lani Resort on the island of Hawaii. The project consists of 44 luxury townhomes. Sean is
responsible for resort financing at Western
Pacific Mortgage Inc. in Honolulu and will
coordinate the project approval . ... Mahran
Aram is a mortgage broker for Orion Pacific
Mortgage in Vista, Calif. He and his wife,
Alexandra [Halikas) Aram, recently moved
into a new home. They celebrated the birth of
their third child, Arianna Nicole, on Nov. 2,
1994. Arianna joins older brothers, Darius
and Alexander.... Tim Lindenfelser is vice
president of communications and marketing
for Broadcom, a start-up company in Irvine,
Calif. Broadcom develops integrated circuits
that enable the existing analog cable network
to carry video, data and voice in a digital format... . Elizabeth Skelding received a 20-year
civil service award from the U.S. Navy on
Nov. 1. She is in the family advocacy department at Naval Medical Center, San Diego.
Elizabeth also recently earned certification in
managed care.

Wal-Mart in Poway, Calif. She and her husband, Robert, have two children: Rachel and
Robert ... . Brigitte Balog lives in Arlington,
Va .... Joe Clark is a certified public accountant and area director for American Express.
He oversees the San Diego, Orange County
and Hawaii divisions. He and his wife, Jackie
(Marris) Clark '82, live in San D iego and have
three children: Riley Joseph, 7, Cassidy
Carolyn, 5, and Jackson Patrick, 16 months.
Jackie writes, "After 10 years with Nordstrom,
I am now at home with our three children.
We just bought a new home and we have
been fortunate to stay in touch with many
fellow USD alumni." ... Bruce De Wald
retired from federal service on May 3, 1996.
He served 10 years as a security countermeasures and counterintelligence officer at
Tripler Army Medical Center in Honolulu.
Bruce had previously retired from the U.S.
Navy as lieutenant commander with 30 years
service on Jan. 31, 1986. He and his wife,
Sally, relocated to Milwaukie, Ore., on May
4, 1996.... Mary Fax writes, "I'm enjoying
being a full-time mom of two beautiful children: Austin, 3, and Anna, 1." She and her
husband, John, set up home in Rancho
Pefiasquitos, Calif.... Joanne (Picerno) Haase
finished her M.B.A. and plans to teach a
workshop on communication skills. Previously
the director of adult learning at the University
of Sioux Falls, Joanne moved back into the
business world last year as vice president of
marketing for Home Federal Savings Bank . ...
Gary Halley owns Gary Holley Design in San
Diego. He created the main screen for Compton's Newmedia on America Online and the
opening animation for the KPBS program
"Issues That Won't Go Away." ... In 1994,
Carin (Sullivan) Sandrik moved to Seattle,
where she is senior manager for Price Waterhouse. She and her husband, Gary, welcomed
their first child, Brenna Ann, on Nov. 7,
1995.

19&5
CLASS CHAIR:

19&&
CLASS CHAIR:

Maggie Keller Hawblitzel

James Pierik

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:

Katie (O'Rourke) Delano
425 Yale Avenue
Coalinga, CA 93210

Shannon Smith
53 16th Street
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254

:aaa•
CLASS CHAIR:
Tim Huckaby

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
A. Sean Aguilar was named project manager
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UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Stephan Cascioppo is deputy di rector of
human resources and employee relations for
the County of El Dorado in C alifo rnia. H e
has th ree daughters: Corinne, 7, Kell i, 5, and
Kylie, 2 .... Noelle Chartier is senior director
of sales and conventions fo r C rittendon Golf
Inc. in Coronado, Calif . ... Heidi Farguson is
sales manager at Center BMW in Sherman
Oaks, Calif.... Amy Selensky left her position
as offi ce manager for Koll Construction in
San D iego last yea r to raise her two sons:
Jake and Matth ew. Amy and her husband,
Rick, relocated the fa mily to Billings, Mont.,
in 1996 . ... Craig Yanagi is senior procu rement supervisor at Sony in the business and
professional products group. H e earned an
M.B.A. degree in international business and
marketing from the N ew York Institu te of
Technology in D ecember 199 5. Craig lives in
Lyndhurst, N .J.

19&7
10-Yaar Raunion Celebration
Nov. 14-16, 1997

LIVING HER HOOP DREAMS

D

ebbie Gollnick '92 started shooting hoops as a second-grader in
Auburn, Wash. When the Seattle
Supersonics won the NBA championship in
1979, she took to the playground courts
with renewed intensity. She knew what she
wanted out of life - to play basketball for
her beloved team. Then one day a friend
broke it to her. Girls can't play in the pros,
the friend said mattel"-of-factly.
Gollnick reluctantly accepted the truth,
but 17 years later found a different way to
break into the pro ranks. She spent the
1996-97 season as assistant coach for the
Portland Power, a team in the upstart
American Basketball League, one of two
professional women's leagues to begin play
in the past year. She worked under head
coach Greg Bruce, with whom she spent
the previous three seasons at Portland
State University leading the women's team.
Just a few short years ago, coming out
of college with a computer science degree,
Gollnick figured her basketball career was
over. She played four years as point guard
and off guard for the Toreros. Despite her
love for the game that helped define her as
a person, she hadn 't considered coaching.
A year working as a computer programmer in San Diego left Gollnick frustrated
and yearning to move back to the Pacific
Northwest. She volunteered with the

Portland State team while attending graduate classes and a year later was hired as a
full-time assistant.
What is it about basketball that has a
hold on Gollnick?
"The strategy and competition,'' says
the coach in her. "That great feeling when
you blow by somebody and hit the threepointer with nothing but net,'' says the
player, whose specialty as a Torero was the
outside shot.
Even with weekly traveling and daily
practice sessions, leaving little time for a
social life, Gollnick is hooked on the coaching lifestyle. She's experienced everything
from recruiting for Portland State, making
all the travel arrangements for the Power
and working on the court with the wing
players.
It's on the court where Gollnick is most
at home and, after completing the season in
the pro ranks, it's where she hopes to find a
position at the college level again. She
prefers Xs and Os and training the players
over administrative work. The court also is
the best place for on-the-job-training, says
the 27-yeal"-old coach who admits she has
much to learn.
"You've got to be able to motivate the
players and earn their respect,'' she says.
" That's the part I'm learning."
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CLASS CHAIR:
Philip Welp
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
N iamh Foley-H oman
15 14 N orth Shore R oad
N orfolk, VA 235 05

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Ozzie Fumo graduated from Wh ittier Law
School in May 1996. In N ovember 1996, he
passed the N evada state bar. H e and his wife,
I rmina, have three daughters: Genevieve,
Veron ica and Gabriella.... Teresa (Duff)
Maynes earned a master's degree in soc ial
work in 1989 and a clinical social worker's
license in 1991. She and her husband, C harles,
have three children : Marissa, Julian and
Ell iott. The fa mily moved to Burbank, Calif.,
in 1994 , where Teresa is a full -time homemaker. .. . 'l'l-oy Mills is a marketing executive
for KFMB 760 , a radio station in San D iego.
H e writes: "After working fo r five years as a
television sports producer/sportscaster in San
D iego and Louisiana, I worked for three years
in professional sports public relations and
marketing in Sou th D ak ota and San D iego."
.. . Anna (Hernandez) Sanzo (M.A.T. '92) is a

teacher in Burbank, Calif. Her husband will
retire from the U.S. Navy in April 1998 after
20 years, and they will retire to Colorado.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Kevin Freiherg (Ed.D.) and his wife, Jackie
Freiherg '94 (Ed.D.), co-authored Nuts!
Southwest Airlines' Crazy Recipe for Business
and Personal Success. Kevin and Jackie are
the principals of San Diego Consulting Group
Inc., a firm specializing in leadership development, managing organizational change and
improving quality and customer service.

:a.eaa
CLASS CHAIR:
Jacki (Cepe) Lake

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Joannie (Santoni) Mcloughlin
11454 Eastridge Place
San Diego, CA 92131

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Jorge Adam is marketing manager of the LifeSavers division of Nabisco in Caracas, Venezuela.
... Gillis Anspacher teaches marine science
and chemistry and is science department chair
at Rota High School on a small island in
Micronesia. He also is president of the Luta
Marine Education Center and an Internet
consultant .... Joe Eberwein completed an
M.B.A. at the University of Richmond and
was promoted to state claims manager for
Progressive Insurance in Charleston, W. Va.
In May 1996, Joe and his wife, Anne (Reid)
Eberwein, celebrated the arrival of a son,
Matthew, who joins older brother, John, and
sister, Katie . ... Keli (Smith) Harold is advertising director at The Central Virginian, a
newspaper in Louisa, Va. She is stiU a special
investigations reporter and also continues to
report on county government issues. Keli was
elected president of the Louisa County Rotary
Club, the first woman president of the club.
She also operates a horse farm with her husband, Ron, who separated from the Navy last
June .... Scott Patridge is a territory manager
for Wilson Sporting Goods in Manhattan
Beach, Calif. He recently was named the
No. 1 sales rep in the nation for the company's
racquet sports division .... James Wingrove is
a post-doctoral research fellow in the biochemistry and biophysics department at the
University of California, San Francisco. He
received a doctorate in biochemistry from the
University of California, Los Angeles.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Tracy Brennan (M.A.) and her husband,
Richard, have three sons: Colin, Ian and
Conor. Tracy is an at-home mom and also
runs a fashion business, Weekender Casual
Wear, out of her home. The family lives in
Los Gatos, Calif.... John Gram (M.B.A.) is
market research manager for Ligan Pharmaceuticals in San Diego. He and his wife,
Dawn, have two "Toreros in training":
Kenny, 9, and Danielle, 7 .... Cynthia (Bray)
Parkman (M.S.N.) and Russell Parkman '82
(J .D.) relocated to Dixon, Calif., after a year
in "icy Minnesota." Cindi teaches classes to
the Mercy Healthcare staff to prepare them
for work redesign. Russ is a tax issues coordinator and lecturer. Cindi and Russ have three
children .... Patricia King Sell (M.Ed.) received
one of four 1996 alumni medallions from the
Society of the Alumni at the College of
William and Mary. The medallion is the most
prestigious award bestowed by the society to
alumni for exemplary achievements in their
professional lives, service to the community,
state or nation, and loyalty and commitment
to the College of William and Mary. Patricia
teaches math and science in San Diego city
schools. She has four children: Sherri
Phillips, Stacy Klinke, Sean SeU and
Stephanie Kinzel.

... Capt. Sean Hackbarth earned an M.B.A.
from Webster University and recently moved
to Santa Maria, Calif., to become a space and
missile instructor at Vandenberg Air Force
Base. He is assigned to the 392nd training
squadron and teaches post-graduate courses
including space policy, doctrine and law, satellite subsystems and orbital mechanics ....
Navy Lt. Stephanie (Nevins) Starr finished
her residency at National Naval Medical
Center in Bethesda, Md., and is now a practicing pediatrician at U.S. Naval Hospital,
Guam. She and her husband, Lt. Mark Starr,
are enjoying life in the Pacific .... J. Denice
Von Gnechten graduated from the University
of Hawaii Law School in May and is an associate attorney with Goodsill, Anderson,
Quinn & Stifel in Honolulu. She will sit for
the Hawaii state bar in July. Denice and her
husband, Rick, have three daughters:
Jacqueline, Rachel and Danielle.

1990
CLASS CHAIR:
Estela Lopez

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
April (Flores) Goodjohn
926 Agate Street
San Diego, CA 92109
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UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

CLASS CHAIR:

Brandi Freeman is a substance abuse specialist
in Los Angeles .... William Tracy Hamby
recently completed an internship with the San
Diego County district attorney's office, where
he worked for the J.U.D.G.E. unit, prosecuting juvenile gangs. He graduated from California Western School of Law in January and
is active in the Marine Corps Reserve ....
Patrick Hughes is a systems manager in Lake,
Calif.... Michelle Naujokas is in medical sales
in South Gate, Calif.... Merodie Patterson
has had acting jobs in Los Angeles, New
York, San Diego and Miami. She has worked
in film, television, commercials and theater.
She also is a flight attendant based in
Pembroke Pines, Fla .... Eric Schumacher is
product marketing manager for New World
Computing in Agoura Hills, Calif. He married
his wife, Marie, on July 9, 1994, and lived in
Germany from August 1994 until November
1995 . Eric earned a master's degree in international business from Pepperdine University
in April 1995 .... Tamala (Bradley) Slykas
and her husband, Scott, live in Joliet, lll.,
with their three children: Madeleine, born in

Tom Gorman

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Colleen Blackmore Pappas
6910 Blue Orchid Lane
Carlsbad, CA 92009

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Daniel Blair is an insurance adjuster in La
Mesa, Calif. ... Ronald Bone is a special agent
with the FBI in Tacoma, Wash. He and his
wife, Jean, have a daughter.... Laura DodsonPennington is executive director of the
Jackson County Family Resource Center in
Webster, N.C. Laura and her husband, Kevin,
have a daughter, Sarah, born in October
1995 .... Amy Froide is an assistant professor
of history at Miami University in Oxford,
Ohio. She and her husband, Terry Bouton,
also a history professor, were married in
Raleigh, N.C .... Navy Lt. Patrick Ginn is a
family physician at U .S. Naval Hospital,
Guam. He is stationed there with his wife,
Susanne Krasovich, also a family physician.
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March 1994 , Fran k, born in A pril 1995, and
John , born in June 1996 . ... Carl H. Starrett
(J.D. '9 3) and his wife, Lisa [Farrar) Starrett
'89, live in R ancho San D iego. In January
1996, Carl joined the law firm of A nderson
& Kriger, where he emphas izes construction
defect and community association law. ...
Heidi (Strojny) West is an account manager for
A ntee. H eidi and her h usband , Keith, live in
Mars, P a.
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CLASS CHAIR:
Rick A pel

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
G len n Hickok
770 3 Via Capri
La Jolla, CA 92037

WALK ON THE WILD SIDE
ots of people tell you where to
hike. Philip Ferranti '72 (M.Ed.)
tells you why to hike.
A veteran hiker for more than 20 years
throughout the western United States,
Ferranti has reaped physical, psychological
and spiritual benefits from his treks. This year,
he documented those benefits as co-author
of the book Hiking! The Ultimate Natural
Prescription for Health and Wellness.
Starting with the physical rewards,
Ferranti notes that you can burn 350-450
calories an hour on a hike, and you can
maintain that pace for four to five hours. " If
you tried to do that in the gym, you'd be
bored to death or your muscles would give
out,'' he says.
Psychologically, hiking is a terrific stress
reliever, Ferranti says. It not only removes
you from the source of stress but offers a
new perspective through which you can
evaluate issues in your life.
"It's very difficult to have negative
thoughts when you are surrounded by beautiful scenery,'' he points out.
Spiritually, hiking presents the perfect
opportunity to meditate, pray or contemplate, says Ferranti, noting that Christ
retreated to nature when he needed to
reflect.

Ferranti first discovered the joys of hiking as a youth in Columbus, Ohio, when he
would follow creeks to their sources. Today,
he lives in Palm Desert, Calif., where he has
access to 75 major trails.As founder of the
Coachella Valley Hiking Club, he leads about
25 hikes each year and has met hundreds of
people on the trails over the years.
But most of all for Ferranti, hiking is
simply fun. " You get to see geography and
botany up close. It's a living science exhibit,"
he says. " It's an uplifting experience."
It's also an experience that 40 million
Americans share. But there's room for
these enthusiasts - and more - on
America's trails.
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Editor's Note: Groups interested in taking a
hike led by Ferranti can contact him at
(760) 345-6234. Ferranti's book, Hiking! The
Ultimate Natural Prescription for Health and
Wellness, is available in bookstores or by
calling (800) 228-0810. Ferranti is the author
of two other books, 75 Great Hikes In and
Near Palm Springs and the Coachella Valley
and Colorado State Parks: A Complete
Recreation Guide.
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UNDER&RADUATE ALUMNI
Matthew Bratcher earned a P h.D. in organic
chemistry at Boston College in May 1996. He
is currently a post-doctoral fe llow at UCSD
design ing photorefractive materials .... Navy
Lt. Glenn Hickok recently returned from a sixmon th deployment to the P ersian Gulf aboard
the guided missile cruiser USS Va lley Forge.
... 2nd Lt. Robert LaFlamme was deployed to
Bosnia with th e 1st Infa n try D ivision in supp·o rt of Operation Joint Endeavor. ... Brett
Melone is a graduate student of in ternational
environmental policy at the Monterey
Institute of Inte rnational Studies. H e expects
to earn a master's degree by May 1998 . ...
N avy Lt. Robert Paling recen tly returned
from a three-month coun ter-narcotics deployment in the Eastern Pacific Ocean and the
Caribbean Sea on the guided missile cruiser
USS C hancellorsville .... Vicki (Margan)
Prouty left her position at P rice Waterhouse
in H artford , Conn., to transfer to Hawaii
with her husband, Marshal, a Navy lieutenant. She now stays at home with her
da ughter, Shannon, in Ewa Beach, Hawaii ....
Mark Riekhaf married Denise Varner '92 in
1993, graduated fro m San ta C lara U niversity
School of Law in 1994 and is now practicing
law fo r Galton & Helm in Los Angeles ....
Laurel Shoaff is on a one-year assign men t
with the Peace Corps in the Kingdom of
Tonga in th e Sou th Pacific. She helps the
Tonga National Youth Congress and grassroots community youth groups develop programs and a national you th policy.... Gregory
Still graduated from podiatric medical sch ool

in May 1996 and married Jacqueline Lathrop
the next month. He is in his first year of a
two-year podiatric medicine and surgery residency at Whittier Hospital in Whittier, Calif.
The couple lives in Tustin, Calif.... Navy Lt.
Janus Taller completed a three-month deployment to the Western Pacific Ocean aboard the
amphibious assault ship USS New Orleans . ...
Genevieve 'Jenny" Tarich is a VIP experience
coordinator at Universal Studios in Los
Angeles . ... Mary Elizahelh Wilson is the marketing coordinator for the American Council
on Exercise in San Diego.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Kristine Aller (M.B.A.) is a district manager
for Blanchard Training and Development in
Escondido, Calif. She and her husband,
Andrew, live in Encinitas .... Tracy (Enochs)
Wingrove (J.D.) is an attorney working as an
account executive for West Publishing in San
Francisco.

1992
B Five-Year Reunion Celebration
Nov. 14-16, 1997
CLASS CHAIRS:
Charlie Bush
Greg Weaver

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Mike Williams
1020 Honeysuckle Drive
San Marcos, CA 92069

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Kristina Clark (M.Ed. '93) recently graduated
from USC with a bachelor's degree in nursing. She is a pediatric registered nurse in San
Francisco ... . Jeffrey Crane and his wife,
Valerie, moved into their first home on Nov.
22. Jeffrey is a district representative for the
Aid Association for Lutherans in Oceanside,
Calif.... Christopher Daniel writes, "After
two years and four months in the Peace
Corps in Cameroon, Africa, I have begun
graduate school for a master's degree in international environmental policy." He is studying at the Monterey Institute of International
Studies .... Jahn Eck (J.D. '95) passed the
Nevada and California bar exams and is a
deputy district attorney with the Carson City,
Nev., district attorney's office .... Michelle
Gravley is in a doctoral program in clinical
psychology. She will complete her degree and

she and her husband, Dwight, will move to
Las Vegas in September... . Tamara Harris is
a corporate communications specialist at
VLSI Technology Inc. in San Jose, Calif. She
writes , "I'm working, traveling and having
fun." ... Timothy Miller graduated from UCSF
dental school in June 1996. He practices general dentistry in Ramona, Calif. Tim lives in
San Diego with his wife, Elizabeth JohnstoneMiller, who is currently a student at USD . ...
Jann Stueckl writes, "I'm enjoying life in the
high mountains of Aspen, Colo., and the Elk
Range." ... James Theberge (M.B.A. '94) is a
product manager with Wink Communications
in Alameda, Calif., where he oversees the
development and marketing of interactive
television software. James and his wife,
Cristina, live in Sonoma .... Tim Vowles lives
in Columbus, Ohio, works for the Gap during
the day and is pursuing a fashion design certificate at night.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Sally Durand (M.A.) is a departmental secretary for Goodwill Industries of San Diego.
She assists new apprentices in ascertaining
their job skills and areas of interest, and she
helps with their training .... Wayne Hart
(M.A.) is manager of marketing services for
Signature Eyewear in Inglewood, Calif. In
January, he crewed on a sailboat from San
Diego to Cabo San Lucas, Mexico ....
Christian Paul (J.D.) formed a law partnership with his brother, Darryl, and "honorary
brother," Ron Blumberg. The firm, Paul
Bros. Lawyers, concentrates on construction
litigation, but also handles personal injury,
family law and medical malpractice work.
Christian lives in Mission Viejo, Calif.

manages the marketing department for
Professional Trade Shows Inc .... Michelle
Boudreau is a certified public accountant and
accounting manager at Altris Software in San
Diego .... Pabick Brady is a manufacturer's
sales rep and lives in San Francisco's HaightAshbury neighborhood .... Susan Cullins lives
in Newport Beach, Calif., and teaches
Spanish at Foothill High School in Tustin.
She also coaches track and enjoys mountain
biking in her spare time .... Kevin Dooley lives
in Northridge, Calif., where he is a sales
account manager for Maxim Integrated
Products .... Marine 1st Lt. Arthur Elelante
completed a six-month deployment to the
Persian Gulf with the 11th Marine Expeditionary Unit embarked aboard the ships of
the USS Essex Amphibious Ready Group ....
Mike Ferrari works for IBM in Dallas . ...
Jennifer Gardner (M.Ed. '95) teaches a second- and third-grade class of learning handicapped students at Adobe Bluffs Elementary
in San Diego . ... Lisa ('l'Dule) Greer is a product manager for Globelle in Carlsbad, Calif.
She and her husband, Neil Greer '92, live in
San Diego. Neil works full-time on a start-up
business on the Internet, Virtually Commerce
Corp., and is finishing a master's degree in
management.... Nellie (Currenti) Harris is a
fifth-grade teacher at St. Rita 's School in San
Diego. She and her husband, Bret Harris '89,
recently bought a house .... Torrey (Hartless)
Hayes is the owner of a daycare operation.
She and her husband have a 3-year-old
daughter and the family lives in Newport
Beach, Calif.... Andy Hadges (M.Ed. '95) is
coordinator of youth ministries for St.
Bonaventure Catholic Church in Concord,
Calif. He studies theology part-time at the

1993
CLASS CHAIR:
Houssam Aboukhater

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Hays (Fraim) Padrnos
5355 South Rainbow Blvd., #246
Las Vegas, NV 89118

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Twila Alden lives in Santa Barbara, Calif.,
where she is production manager for Hispanic
Business , a monthly magazine .... Jill
(Hazeltine) Berarducci lives in Cupertino,

TAKE A RIDE
ON THE
INFORMATION
SUPERHIGHWAY
You can send your class notes and
address updates to USD's Office
of Alumni Relations throu!(h the
Intern et. Our e-mail address is:
alumni@acusd.edu

Calif., with her husband, Christopher. She
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Jesuit School of Theology in Berkeley and
lives in a community of lay students studying
theology.... Chris Homewood is a series officer at the Marine Corps Recruit Depot in San
Diego .... Dan Kilkenny works for Burlington
Industries and lives in Houston .... Angie
Latham (M.Ed. '95) teaches kindergarten at
Smithridge Elementary School in Reno, Nev.
... Eric Lochlefeld owns Grassroots Event
Marketing, a Manhattan Beach, Calif., firm
that raises capital for tours and festivals
through corporate sponsorship. He also is creating a start-up company, Business Camp
Inc., which will educate young adults on
opportunities in business . ... Meredith Lucey
is the on-site manager with Adeco Personnel
at Parker Hannisin and she lives in Newport
Beach, Calif.... Hector Luna is a retail associate in National City, Calif.... After graduation,
Bill McGowan worked as a bartender in
Manhattan Beach, Calif., then for Club Med
in the Bahamas and the Caribbean for a year.
He is back in Los Angeles, wh ere he works
for Western International Media .... Rachel
Nason is a teacher at Garfield Charter School
in Menlo Park, Calif. She also is a graduate
student at California State University, San
Marcos, to earn a credential in special education .... Michael Slefanoudakis graduated
from Harvard Law School in June 1996 and
works at Davis, Graham & Stubbs in Denver.
... Robyn Waverly is working on a master's
degree in Spanish literature and plans to teach
at the university level. She is an assistant
instructor of Spanish in Austin, Texas.

&RADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Kathleen Governale (M.B.A.) earned a J.D.
degree in 1996 from Boston College Law
School and is an associate attorney with Gray
Cary Ware & Freidenrich in San Diego ....
Kay Mann (M.Ed.) switched careers from
education to business and moved to San
Francisco. She is the training manager for
Pacific Bell Directory.

:1.994
CLASS CHAIR:
Tom Vertetis

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Lauren Riaski
5401 Nassau Circle East
Englewood, CO 80110
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UNDER&RADUATE ALUMNI
Erin Boyd is a seventh-grade world history
teacher at Willard Intermediate School in
Santa Ana, Calif.... ScoH Curtner is a help
desk analyst at Chevron, where he provides
network support for Windows NT and Novell
platforms. Previous jobs included selling computer hardware and software to Fortune 500
companies and serving as a technical support
representative for Broderbund Software . ...
Ernie Delfino is a training specialist/analyst
for Science Applications International Corp.
He still conducts motivational speaking engagements on the side and helps current USD students transition into life after college. He
writes: "I also continue to serve as a resource
for fellow alumni and current students at
USD. For those of you online, my e-mail
address is ernesto.a.delfino@cpmx.saic.com."
... Stefanie Derington lives in Westlake
Village, Calif., and sells a prostate cancer
medication for TAP Pharmaceuticals .... Jeff
Fluharty is a fourth-grade teacher in Chula
Vista, Calif.... Siu Kerst lives with Brian
Ouijano and Jason Stein '95 in San Francisco.
... Darcy Long is a media planner with
McCann-Erickson, an advertising agency in
San Francisco. She also is writing a book of
poems and reports that one of her poems will
be published by Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum.
... Heather Lower-Lowe is a teacher in the
Los Angeles Unified School District. She and
her husband, Kevin, recently bought a house
in Glendale .... K.C. Mares is the national
energy and environmental manager for
Mervyn's department stores. K.C. was among
just 30 of the company's 35,000 employees
recognized in 1996 as having provided a significant impact toward the doubling of profits
over the previous year.... Peggy O'Neil writes:
"I've taught and traveled since graduation,
and am now doing a year of service with the
Jesuit Volunteer Corps. I love it!" Her
assignment is assistant program director at the
Museum of Children's Art in Oakland, Calif.
... Stacey PereHi is a paralegal for Lyon and
Lyon in La Jolla, Calif.... Lt. j.g. Kevin
Schultz is the electrical officer on board the
USS Providence, a nuclear-powered fast attack
submarine stationed in Groton, Conn. On a
recent deployment, he had a port call in
Tromso, Norway. He writes: "In most restaurants, you only had two choices of what to
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eat for dinner: fresh fish or reindeer. The
reindeer was actually very good. The fjords
and the countryside were beautiful, and the
water was crystal clear with a deep aq ua-blue
color to it. You could probably throw a rock
from one side of the fjord to the other, but
the water was at least 500 feet deep in most
places." ... r.harlie Selzler is a sales rep in
Santa Cruz, Calif., for Arnette Sunglasses
and Ride snowboards. He writes: "I spend
most of my days going to surf and snowboard
shops and test-riding all the new boards and
shades in Tahoe and Mammoth. In my spare
time I surf. But then again ... that's part of
the job description too." ... Ryan Slow is a
sales rep for Kraft Foods in Pleasanton, Calif.
... Jennifer Ward works for Norvanco International Inc. in Kent, Wash. She and her
husband, Richard, live in Des Moines, Wash .
... Heather Wick (M.Ed. '96) is piloting a
classroom for students with attention deficit/
hyperactivity disorder at Anza Elementary
School in the San Diego area .... Laura
(McKibben) Wilson is a teacher at Highland
Ranch Elementary School in San Diego. She
and her husband, John-David, recently bought
a new house in San Clemente.

&RADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Jackie Freiberg (Ed.D.), and her husband,
Kevin Freiberg '87 (Ed.D.), co-authored
Nuts! Southwest Airlines' Crazy Recipe for
Business and Personal Success. Kevin and
Jackie are the principals of San Diego
Consulting Group Inc., a firm specializing in
leadership development, managing organizational change and improving quality and customer service .... Diane de Kerver (J.D.) is a
deputy attorney general with the Department
of Justice in San Francisco. She and her husband, Troy Howard, live in San Mateo . ...
Navy Lt. Bradley Roberson (M.A.) changed
home ports as a crew member aboard the aircraft carrier USS Carl Vinson. The carrier
left its home port in Alameda, Calif., to make
the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard in Bremerton,
Wash., its new home.... Aimee (Walsh)
Schade (M.A.) is a teacher at St. Philip's
School in San Francisco. She and her husband just bought their first home.
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1995
CLASS CHAIR:
Jennifer McCann
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CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Eric Ludwig
2240 Eucalyptus Avenue
Escondido, CA 92029
e-mail: cmtc71 b@prodigy.com

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Deborah Acomb finished a master's degree in
print journalism and public affairs at the
American University in Washington, D .C.
She is a communications associate with the
American Association for the Advancement
of Science .... Cynthia Anderson is manager of
special projects for the Lyle Anderson Companies in Scottsdale, Ariz. She writes: "For
four months last summer, I worked at Loch
Lomond Golf Club in Scotland. I helped to
put on the inaugural Loch Lomond World
Invitational." Cynthia went back to Scotland
in April to work on the second invitational.
... Amy Brown was accepted into a Ph.D. program in clinical psychology. She began her
studies in January in Fresno, Calif. .. . Jenelle
Brown began student-teaching eighth-grade
English in January in Arvada, Colo ....
Thomas Burke is director of Teej Productions
on Mercer Island in Washington state. He
writes: "After leaving San Diego, I moved to
L.A. for a brief stint in commercials and film.
In June 1996, I moved back to Seattle, where
I formed my own production company and
shot a 30-minute short film last summer." ...
Kristi Calhoon is a free-lance special events
coordinator. She is contracted to help coordinate large events, including the opening and
closing ceremonies of the 1996 Olympic
Games, the 1995 and 1996 Holiday Bowl
parade, the 1996 Emmy Awards and the
ESPN X-Games .... Minakshi Hemlani lives in
Sacramento and is a first-year student at
McGeorge School of Law.... Mac Johnston is
a claims adjuster for PEMCO in Seattle ....
Delia Mandrone (M.B.A . '96) lives in Vargiin,
Sweden, and is studying Swedish in order to
find a job .... Janine Maraver is a graduate
assistant in USD's Office of Alcohol and
Drug Education. She is finishing a master's
degree in marriage, family and child counseling in August . ... Amy McMahon worked for
the Olympic Committee in Atlanta, then traveled in Europe. She is a free-lance graphic
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Do you have a new job? A promotion?
A new spouse or child? A great vacation story to tell? Your classmates
want to hear about it!
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IF NO CORRESPONDENT IS
LISTED, send the form to: Office of
Alumni Relations, University of San
Diego, 5998 Alcala Park, San Diego,
CA 92110-2492, Fax (619) 260-6831.

Take a few minutes to fill out this
form and send it to your class correspondent, listed in the Alumni
Gallery section by class year.

You also can send the information via
e-mail: alumni@acusd.edu

Name

Last

First

Middle

Maiden

Spouse's Name

Last

First

Middle

Maiden

State

Zip

Telephone

Address
City
Employer

Title

Employer Address
City

State

Zip

USD Class Year

Major

Degree

Other Degrees: Class Year

College or University

Degree

Is any of this information new?

0

Yes

O No

Is spouse a USD graduate?

0

Yes

O No
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artist.... Frank Osario is a Spanish bilingual
teacher at Hazeltine Elementary in Van Nuys,
Calif., and he is working toward a master's
degree in education at California State
University, Northridge . ... Jahn Pardun is a
law student at Loyola Law School in Los
Angeles .... Christopher Parla is the computer
lab supervisor at Francis Parker School in
San Diego. He is looking into graduate school
and considering teaching English in Asia ....
Rebecca Perry is a fabric sales assoc iate at
Beacon Hill Showrooms in Seattle. She was
working fo r the showroom in Los Angeles
after grad uation, then left to travel around
Greece and Turkey for several months. She
rejoined the compan y at their Seattle showroom . ... Amanda Ouanlz is finishing a master's degree in theological studies at Harvard
Divinity School in Boston and is applying to
doctoral programs .... David Salisbury is manager of the project se rvices department at
ARRK Creative Network Corp. in San Diego.
He also is in charge of the company's national
marketing campaign .... Kurt Schleininger is
finishing his Peace Corps service in Uruguay,
South America . ... Jennifer Valadez teaches
second grade at Crown Valley Elementary in
Laguna Niguel, Calif. She received a master's
degree in early childhood education from
P epperdine University in April .... Ryan Yusi
reported for duty this year at Naval Air Station,
Kingsville, Texas.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Kim Bayer (J.D.) is an associate in the litigation department at Jones, Jones, Close &
Brown in Las Vegas. When she's not working, she says she plays tennis as much as she
can .... Greg Burg (M.B.A.) is an electrical
engineer with Seagate Technologies in
Minneapolis. He and his wife, Jennifer, live in
Savage, Minn .... Greg Coulter (LL.M.) and
his wife, Michele, live in Phoenix, where he
is an associate attorney wi th Broening, Oberg,
Woods, Wilson & Cass. He practices in the
areas of labor and employment, and civil litigation .... As a first-year corps member of
Teach for America, Faryl Kander (M.Ed.)
teaches a fourth- and fifth-grade class in
English as a Second Language in Phoenix.
Faryl writes, "It is the most rewarding and
refreshing experience I have ever had." ...
Jeffrey Kerrane (J.D.) and Norberto Cisneros
(J.D.) started the law firm of Cisneros &
Kerrane in San Diego. The firm specializes in
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criminal law, immigration and civil litigation.
... Valeska McDanald-Muiiaz (M.Ed.) and her
husband, Efrafn, live in Arlington, Va., where
she is a teacher for students with severe emotional disorders at Wakefield High School.
Valeska also is the sponsor of a dance group
composed of Latino students from the high
school.... Brande (Liscum) Webb (M.A.T.)
and her husband, Travis, live in Mukilteo,
Wash., but may be moving back to San Diego.
... Diane (Bandy) Wynn (M.Ed.) is commu nity
outreach coordinator for Vanished Children's
Alliance in San Jose, Calif. The position
keeps her busy developing prevention education curricula, giving presentations to children
or adults, recruiting volunteers and coordinating community events. Diane and her husband,
Jerry, live in Mountain View.

199&
CLASS CHAIR:
Bryan Walsh

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Joy Deutsch
5375 La Cuenta Drive
San Diego, CA 92124
e-mail: deujo@gwl.com

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Sandra Camacho is a development cons ultant
for the Martin J. Moran Co. In this position,
she raises funds for the Catholic Church ....
Verna Fahella plans to go to graduate school
in the fall. She has applied to a program in
clinical psychology.... Karen Harl teaches
sixth-, seventh- and eighth-graders with special needs in Gallatin, Texas .... Mary Jo
Kighland is a teacher in the La Mesa/Spring
Valley (Calif.) School District.... Steffanie
Ries Huie and her husband, William, recently
moved to the mountains of Yosemite. Steffanie
is taking time off work and school to get settled in .... Alicia Kemmill is working toward a
master's degree in communications at the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst ... .
Derek Kraeger is a law student at UCLA ... .
Christine Lahagh moved to New York to work
for Tiffany's .... Barbara Lynch lives in Tucson,
Ariz., where she is a reservations agent for
American Airlines .... Charlie Mazurek lives
in Annapolis, Md., where he is an architectural surveyor for the Maryland Department
of Natural Resources .... Elizabeth McNamara
attended U.S. Coast G uard Officer Candidate
School and received a commission as ensign
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in December. She is stationed at the Marine
safety office in Tampa, Fla., where she is
responsible for port safety and security, commercial vessel safety and marine environmental protection .... Jase Menezes and his wife,
Claudia, moved to Boca Raton, Fla., where he
got a job as a purchasing analyst for Seta
Corp . ... As a member of Teach for America,
Mark Naizumi is a junior high teacher in
West Helena, Ariz .... Jennifer Roche lives in
West Hollywood, Calif., and is pursuing a
master's degree in communications management at USC .... Travis Smith works for
KVO Advertising and Public Relations in
Portland, Ore .... Marine 2nd Lt. Michael
Stehle was assigned to The Basic School at
the Marine Corps Combat Development
Command in Quantico, Va .... Michael Tanghe
is a marketing representative for Federated
Insurance. He is training at the company
headquarters in Minnesota for a year, then
will return to San Diego to sell commercial
insurance .... Laura Taylar is a first-grade
teacher at Freese Elementary in San Diego ....
Eric Vila is an account representative for
Cardiff Software in San Marcos, Calif. He
and his wife, Kimberly (Mason) Vila, live in
San Diego. The couple were married on the
same weekend they grad uated.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Mark Barrell (M.B.A.) was promoted to vice
president of strategic planning and marketing
for Wells Fargo Bank in San Francisco . ...
Laura (Gunther) Dihsie (M.S.N.) is a critical
care clinical nurse spec ialist at Mercy
Hospital and a clinical nursing instructor at
Palomar College. Laura and her husband,
Timothy, live in San Diego . ... Josie (Chapa)
Gil (M.S.N. ) is division officer at Naval
Hospital Rota, Spain .... Stacy James (J.D.)
passed the bar exam and started a job as associate attorney with Ballard, Rosenberg &
Golper in Universal City, Calif. She married
Mike Jackson in August and they moved to
Los Angeles in September. ... Navy Lt.
Christine Niebuhr (M.B.A.) is a protocol officer for the superintendent of the U.S. Naval
Academy in Annapolis, Md .... Andrea
Selvidge (J .D.) practices general business
litigation with the law firm of Klein, Wegis,
DeNatale in Bakersfield, Calif. She says when
she isn't tied to her desk, she practices her
newest sport: golf.

MARRIAGES
Please note that USD Magazine does not print
engagement infonnation. While alumni are
encouraged to send information about their
marriages , due to space considerations, wedding
photographs are no longer being published.

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
TDdd Adams '84 married Tana Brinks on
Sept. 1 and honeymooned in Martha's
Vineyard .... Anthony V"allaOar '87 married his
wife, Jennifer, on Sept. 14 at St. Columba
Church in San Diego. Anthony was in the
U .S. Navy from 1987 to 1991 and is now a
branch manager at Brinks Incorporated in
Orange County.... Glenn Ddassan '88 and
Amy Jamison were wed on Sept. 13. He is a
part-time associate at Prophet Market
Research in San Francisco. His dissertation,
titled Peace, War and Infonnation: The
Changing Nature of Conflict in the Infonnation
Age, is being published by Castle Academic.
... Deborah Taylar '88 and Curtis Foster were
wed on June 21, 1997. Deborah is a legal
assistant with Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich
in San Diego ••.. Laura Czekanski '89 and Ba
Landress '89 (M.B.A. '90) were married in
October 1995 at Founders Chapel. After living in Santa Barbara, Calif., the couple moved
back to San Diego and bought their first
house. Bo is national sales manager for the
San Diego Princess Resort and Laura is an
independent mortgage consultant.... LucWa
Kanjar '89 and U.S. Air Force Capt. Trent
Larson were married on July 20, 1996, in
Los Angeles. Lucille finished her pediatric
residency and is an associate partner in a general pediatrics practice in Torrance, Calif....
Janna Kaavar '89 wed Carl Landis on Oct.
26 in Scottsdale, Ariz .... Tani Samualsan '89
married Jake Guiang in November and they
honeymooned in Jamaica. Terri is a supervisor
for meetings and conventions with American
Airlines in Dallas .... Meredith Manning '90
wed Jaffray Yaual '91 on Oct. 4 in Kauai,
Hawaii .... Samantha Garton '91 and Michael
Gale were wed in Vail, Colo., at Garton's
Saloon. Samantha is in real estate sales with
the Garton Development Co. in Gypsum,
Colo. ... Kurt Hildebrandt '91 was married to
Lynn Pang on July 2, 1994.... MaH D'urt1a
'92 wed AnnaHa Mignalla '91 in May 1996.
Matt is a regional account manager for Gillette
in Walnut Creek, Calif., and Annette is a

technical recruiter for Trattner Network ....
Amy Giorgianni '92 wed Stave Psamas '92 on
Nov. 16 at St. Joseph's Cathedral in San Jose,
Calif.... Kai Ide '92 married Akiko Kono on
Aug. 25 in Hawaii. Ke! is a concierge at
lhilani Resort & Spa in Kapolei, Hawaii. ...
Kristin lngnaa '92 married Roger Rude in
February 1996. Kristin is a teacher at
Parkway Middle School in La Mesa, Calif. ...
Stacey Stanfield '92 and Sean Anderson were
married on Nov. 9 at Founders Chapel. The
wedding party included Patty O'Connor '93
and ScaH Stanfield '94. The couple honeymooned in the Florida Keys .... Rana
FritzankaHar '93 and Kan Coons '93 were
married in October at Founders Chapel. They
honeymooned in Bali and now live in La
Mesa, Calif. Rene is vice president of marketing at Vanard Lithographers and Ken is a project coordinator for Pyxis Corp .... Shannan
Mutch '93 married Chris Kilbane on April
20, 1996, in Westlake Village, Calif. They
live in Tucson, Ariz., where Shannon works
at Ernst & Young and Chris is a first lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force .•.. Tracy
D'Raurka '93 married Daryl Nees on Nov. 2.
The couple live in San Jose, Calif. ... Mishalla
Patty '93 wed Anthony Scragg on Aug. 10 in
Guam, where Mishelle is teaching and finishing a master's degree in administration and
supervision. The couple honeymooned in
Palau, where they did some scuba diving ....
Missy Rasanlhal '93 and Harry Leggat were
married on Oct. 19. Missy is an account executive for Louis London, an advertising agency
in St. Louis, Mo .... Pater J. Thompson '93
and his wife, Jodi, were married on Nov. 24.
They wed in Miami on a cruise ship, then set
sail for a honeymoon through the western
Caribbean. They visited Labadee, Haiti; Ocho
Rios, Jamaica; Grand Cayman; and Cozumel,
Mexico. They live in Minneapolis, where
Peter is a trading assistant on the preferred
desk for Principal Financial and studying for
an M.B.A. degree at the University of St.
Thomas .... Paler White '93 and Monica
Caudillo were married recently.... Braaka
Beasley '94 wed Kevin Fisher on May 24 at
Founders Chapel. The couple live in Kailua,
Hawaii .... Shelby DaPriast '94 and Vincent
Moisa '95 were married on Oct. 19 at Founders
Chapel. The couple live in Hermosa Beach,
Calif.... Erin Laa '94 wed Tony Hawk in
September and the couple honeymooned in
Australia in January. Erin is head of skate-
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boarding promotions for Birdhouse Projects
in Huntington Beach, Calif.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Barry Mann '89 (M.F.A.) married Sheri
Stewart in December 1995 in New York
City. The couple relocated to Atlanta, where
they are building a home and careers as
independent artists. Barry is teaching at
the Alliance Theatre and working with
the Georgia Council for the Arts, Young
Audiences of Atlanta and the Southern
Order of Storytellers .... Stacey Glover '96
(J.D./M.B.A .) married Matthew Rampy on
Sept. 13.

BIRTHS
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Jarry Herrman '66 and his wife, Janet, had
their second child, Sarah Antonia, in June
1996. Jerry continues to work with child protective services in San Diego . ... Susan
Winters-Brawn '78 (M.Ed. '79) and her husband, Lowell, welcomed a son, Terran Leland,
on Oct. 22. Susan is an educator and program
specialist with the Tulare County Department
of Education in Three Rivers, Calif. ...
Michael DaRacha '82 and his wife, Paula
Guerette, celebrated the birth of a daughter,
Nicole Michelle, on June 11. Michael is a
physician and resident in obstetrics/gynecology
at Hartford Hospital in Hartford, Conn . ...
Jayca (Battiata) Graves '82 and her husband,
Jerry, welcomed Stephanie and Shannon,
their second set of twins, in 1995. They have
three boys and two girls. The first twins,
Christopher and Kevin, were identical boys.
Then they had a third son, Sean. The family
lives in Pasadena, Calif.... Theresa Dal
Calliana '83 and her husband, Gary Frink,
send news of a daughter, Amy Elizabeth, born
on Nov. 7 .... Fran Polito Algya '84 and her
husband, Chris, welcomed a daughter, Monica
Frances, on Oct. 22. Monica joins older
brother, Jack. The family lives in Escondido,
Calif., where Fran has a small, home-based
business . ... Julia (Rubarts) Pancrazi '84 and
her husband, Tom, celebrated the arrival of
their second son, Clayton William, on Nov. 8.
He joins a brother, Colin. Julie is a sales associate for A.T. Pancrazi Real Estate in Yuma,
Ariz .... Kristin (Avey) Romana '84 and her
husband, Michael, announce the birth of a
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daughter, Alexa Nicole, in Boston on Aug.
11. Three weeks later, the family moved to
Irvine, Calif.... William Bradley '85 and his
wife, Paula, celebrated the birth of a daughter, Heather Sarah, on June 7, 1996. William
is a floor trading manager for Newman
Securities .... Margie (Boyer) Hill '85 and her
husband, John, announce the birth of their
second child, Madeline Alexa, on Dec. 26.
She was baptized at Marquette University's
Gesu Basilica in Milwaukee, Wis .... Laura
(Palazzi) Reyes '85 (M.Ed. '88) and her husband, Mark, send news of a daughter,
Analisse Lea, born on Feb. 19. She joins
three brothers: Eron, 8, David, 4, and
Christopher, 3. The family lives in Carmel
Mountain Ranch, Calif. Laura is taking a
leave from teaching at National University
and bilingual elementary classes to raise her
family .... Janine Mason Barone '86 and her
husband, John, welcomed their first child,
Alexander Mason, on Oct. 31. Janine is the
San Diego regional manager for the Fieldstone
Foundation. The family lives in Del Mar,
Calif.... Annelle Carlson '86 and her husband
send news of a daughter, Holley Ann, born
on May 15 , 1996.... Erin Moore '87 and her
husband, Tim, celebrated the arrival of a
daughter, Amanda Eliza beth, on Nov. 13.
Erin is a teacher at Just for Infants in San
Antonio, Texas .... Barry O'Brien '87 and his
wife, Kathy, welcomed their third child,
Brendan, recently. Barry is a senior account
manager for Excell Data Corp. in Bellevue,
Wash . ... Jell Lake 'BB and Jacki [Cepe) Lake
'BB celebrated the birth of a daughter, Olivia
Grace, on Dec. 6. Olivia joins big brother,
Joshua, 3. Jeff is an associate at the law firm
of Kring and Brown in San Diego. He practices civil litigation with an emphasis on construction defect law. Jacki is the director of
administration for Saker Lynd International, a
management consulting firm headed by
Antoinette [Cepe) Thomas '85 . ... Mark Manor
'BB and Marie [Schannep) Manor 'BB welcomed their third son, Brett Allen, on June
10, 1996. He joins older brothers Zack, 4,
and Mitch, 2. Mark is a firefighter with the
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city of Glendale, Ariz., and Marie works at
home ... . Sharon [Lomardi) Alston '89 and her
husband, Tony, celebrated the birth of twin
boys, Grant Nicholas and Jack Joseph, on
April 23, 1996. They join a sister, Amy....
Tom Davis '90 and his wife, Mindi, send news
of a son, Tristan Thomas, born on May 23,
1996. Tom writes, "He was born two and a
half months premature, 2 lbs., 5 oz., but he's
16 pounds now and doing great. I'm due to
rotate from Japan after my last cruise on the
USS Independence, and will be returning to
San Diego for duty at North Island." ...
Tricia [Giacomini) Downey '91 (M.I.B. '96)
and her husband, Derek, welcomed their first
child, John Charles, on July 1, 1996, in
Cardiff by the Sea, Calif.... K.C. Gallagher
'91 and Kelly (Bower) Gallagher '91 welcomed
a son, John Reed , on Aug. 14, 1995. K.C.
and Kelly moved from Chicago to Fairfield,
Conn., in January 1995 .... Jennifer [Lanz)
Jackson '93 and her husband, Michel, welcomed a son, Logan Patrick, on Oct. 25. The
family lives in San Francisco, where Jennifer
is an office manager for a venture capital
firm .... Alison (Bush) Kirkpatrick '93 and her
husband, Tim, celebrated the arrival of their
first baby in February. Alison is an adjunct
faculty member in the English department of
Orange Coast College. The family lives in
San Diego .... Miriam [Diaz de Leon) Valencia
'93 and her husband celebrated the arrival of
a son, Lucas Daniel, on Mother's Day in
1996. Miriam teaches a bilingual first-grade
class and directs the school choir in the South
Whittier (Calif.) School District. She also is
working toward a master's degree in bilingual
education.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
William Fitzgerald '91 (M.B.A.) and his wife,
Mary Danielson '93 (M.S.N.), announce the
birth of a son, William Harold, on Oct. 7.
William is director of sales and marketing for
JGA in Orange, Calif.
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IN MEMORIAM
Diane Ward '75 (J .D.) , a longtime North San
Diego County community activist and
founder of the Walters & Ward law firm in
Poway, died on Nov. 20 in her Poway home.
In recent years, Diane served on the foundation at California State University, San
Marcos, and she was a major supporter of the
Rancho Bernardo Chamber of Commerce.
Her community work over the years included
serving as an officer on the PalomarPomerado Hospital Foundation; helping to
found a chapter of Soroptimists International
for women professionals, and the Professional
& Executive Women of The Ranch, a group
of Rancho Bernardo women; and serving as
a member of the Coventry Choir at St.
Bartholomew's Episcopal Church and the San
Diego Gospel Choir. She is survived by a
daughter, Samantha Nelson; son, Chris Ward;
and a granddaughter.... Colleen Marie Phillips
'87 died on Nov. 13 at age 32. After graduation from USD, Colleen moved to San
Francisco, where she was a senior contracts
administrator in the field of telecommunications for the Harris Corp. She loved to travel
and with her husband, Thomas. They went
scuba diving in the Caribbean, snow skiing at
Lake Tahoe and tracing family roots in
Ireland and Europe. In addition to her husband, she is survived by her mother, Denise
McGuire; father, Daniel Boyce; sister, Amy
Boyce; stepbrothers Joseph and Shane Boyce;
and grandmother, Eleanor McGuire ....
Retired School of Law Professor Dwan
Vincent "Lou" Kerig passed away on Dec. 25.
He began teaching at USD in 1967 and
taught his last class of Evidence in 1990.
During his tenure, he also taught Criminal
Procedure and International Law. The 1990-91
USD Moot Court Board voted unanimously
to rename the USD Intraschool Criminal
Competition "The Lou Kerig Criminal Law
Competition." In 1987, one of the professor's
former students established the Lou Kerig
Endowed Scholarship in his honor.

The calendar reDects only major campus events with dates firm as of magazine press time. Far a complete listing, please call the public relations
office at (619) 260-4681. Fine arts events are subject ta change. Please call the fine arts department at (619) 260-2280 ta confirm.

JUNE
25
USO Family Business Institute. "Financing
Options for Growth and Expansion of Your
Family Owned Business," Dennis Doucette
and Robert Copeland of Luce, Forward,
Hamilton & Scripps, and Bob Czajowski of
Space Electronics Inc. 7:30-10 a.m. ,
Manchester Executive Conference Center.
Fee. (619) 260-4231.

JULY
7-24:
Univarsity al the Third Age, for lifelong learners
age 55 and older. Now in its 19th year, the
University of the Third Age offers a program
of Tai Chi and lectures on such topics as current political iss ues, medical and scientific
advances, arts, music, literature and more.
Participants may select one-, two- or threeweek sessions. Monday through Thursday,
8 a.m.-noon, Manchester Executive Conference
Center. For more information or to request a
program schedule, call (619) 260-4817.

17
Institute far Christian Ministries. "A Survey
of Death-related Phenomena for Those Ministering to the Dying and Bereaved," Patti R.
White, Ph.D., C.T.S. Continues Thursday,
July 24. 7-9 p.m., USD campus. $20 preregistered, $25 at the door. (619) 260-4784.

2&
San Francisca Bay Area Regional Chapter
Baseball Game. San Francisco Giants vs.
Pittsburgh Pirates, 3Com Park at Candlestick
Point. Tailgate, 11:30 a.m.; game time, 1:05 p.m.
For more information, call the Office of
Alumni Relations at (800) 248-4873, ext. 7,
or (619) 260-4819.

AUGUST
[Date la he Announced)

Day al the Races, USD Graduate Business
Alumni Association. Watch for additional
information on this event, or call the Office
of Alumni Relations at (800) 248-4873,
ext. 7, or (619) 260-4819.

30
Institute far Christian Ministries.
" Conscience: Its Tradition, Its Role, Its
A uthority," Todd Salzman, Ph.D. This presentation investigates the nature, meaning
and purpose of conscience. 7-9 p.m., Hahn
U niversity Center 103. $10 preregistered,
$ 15 at the door. (619) 260-4784.

RTS CAMPS
T he University of San Diego offers a wide
range of sports camps for youth from June 15
through Aug. 8. This year's line-up includes
tennis, basketball, competitive swimming,
ter's swim, soccer, volleyball, softball and
baseball. Each camp emphasizes personal
attention, skill development and quality
instruction. Outstanding athletic faciliti es,
fu lly supervised dorms, and a breathtaking
view of San Diego's Mission Bay provide the
setting for a memorable summer experience.
For information, please call (619) 260-4593
(from San Diego) or (BOO) 991-1873 (from
outside of San Diego), Monday through Friday,
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m., PST.
Bays' Baskethall: Camp for ages 8-12, July
20-24; Camp for ages 13-17, July 27-31.
D irected by Brad Holland, head coach of the
U SD men's basketball team.
Girls' Baskethall: Fundamentals Camp (ages
9-17), June 22-26; Position Day Camps
(ages 9-17), Guards, June 30-July l; Post and

Fourth Annual USO Evening al the Hollywood
Bawl, sponsored by the Los Angeles regional
chapter of the Alumni Association. "Star Wars
20th Anniversary Concert with Fireworks,"
John Williams, cond uctor. Pre-concert picnic,
6-8 p.m.; concert, 8 p.m. $ 17 per person.
For more information, call the Office of
Alumni Relations at (800) 248-4873, ext. 7,
or (619) 260-4819.

Forwards, July 2-3; Women's Adult Clinic
(ages 21 and up), July 2-3. Directed by Kathy
Marpe, head coach of the USD women's
basketball team.
Tam Hagedorn 'l'llnnis Camps: Junior Camps,
June 22-27, July 6-11, July 13-18; Adult Camp,
June 29-July 4; Mini Camp (adults and juniors),
July 11-13. Directed by Tom Hagedorn, head
coach of the USD men's tennis team.
Sherri Stephens' Tannis Camps: Level II and
III, July 27-Aug. l; High School, Aug. 3-8.
Direct by Sherri Stephens, head coach of the
USD women's tennis team.
Competitive Swimming (boys and girls, ages
9- 17): June 22-27, July 6-11, July 13-18.
Directed by Bill Morgan, head coach of the
USD women's swim team.
Master's Swim (men and women): June 29July 4. Directed by Bill Morgan, head coach
of the USD women's swim team.
Soccer (boys and girls): Camp for ages 8-1 2,
June 29-July 4; High School Camps, July 6-11,
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SEPTEMBER
1
New Student and Parent Mass. 3 p.m., The
lmmaculata Church. (619) 260-4735.

12
Mass of the Holy Spirit. Noon, The
lmmaculata Church. (619) 260-4735.

2&-27
Law Schaal Alumni Weekend '97. For information, call (619) 260-4692.

OCTOBER
3•5
Freshman Family Weekend. USD freshmen and
their parents enjoy three days on campus getting
acquainted with the university. For information,
call the Office of Parent Relations at
( 61 9) 260-4808.

17-19
Fall Family Weekend. USD sophomores,
juniors and seniors and their parents enjoy
three days of activities on campus. For information, call the Office of Parent Relations
at (619) 260-4808.

NOVEMBER
14:-1&
Homecoming Weekend. Three days of events
and remembrances with fellow alumni and
friends. Reunions for the C lasses of 1957,
1962, 1967, 1972, 1977, 1982, 1987 and
1992. For more information, call the Office
of Alumni Relations at (619) 260-4819.

July 13-18. Directed by Seamus McFadden
head coach of the USD men's soccer team.
Baseball (boys): Camp for ages 9-12, June
29-July 4; Camp for ages 12-15, July 20-25.
Directed by Dick Serrano, University of
San Diego High School head coach, John
Baumgarten, Hilltop High School coach, and
Ray Butler, USD assistant baseball coach.
Safthall (girls): Beginning/Intermediate, July
20-25 : Intermediate/Advanced, July 27-Aug. l.
Directed by Lin Adams, head collegiate coach
for softball at USD.
Girls' Vallayhall (ages 12-17): Multilevel
Camp, July 7-11; High School, July 14-18.
Directed by Sue Snyder, head coach of the
USD women's volleyball team.
Sparts-N-Mora (boy and girls, ages 6-1 2):
Team Sports, June 30-July 4, Aug. 4-8; All
Sports, July 7-11, July 14-18; Wet & Dry,
July 21-25, July 28-Aug. l. Directed by Gary
Becker, USD director of intramurals/recreation.

he David W. May Gallery formally opened at USD on May
10 with its premiere exhibition,
"Masterpieces from the May
Collection." Bequeathed to
USD by Zama May in honor of her son,
David May, a former USD student who
died of cancer at age 22, the May collection
of more than 1,600 Indian artifacts encompasses ancient and contemporary treasures
from the Navajo peoples and some Pueblo
peoples (Hopi, Zuni and others) . The May
family shared a love of the U.S. Southwest
and a passion for American Indian culture
and traditions. Zama May asked USD to
use the treasures to help educate students
and to foster an appreciation of the cultural
history of the American Southwest.
To celebrate the opening of the exhibition and the gallery in Founders Hall, a
reception featured performances by Native
American artists, such as Kim Flying Eagle
(pictured right). Joe Ben Jr., a Navajo philosopher and sandpainter, capped the day with a
lecture on "Continuing the Role of Artist
in Two Cultures."
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